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grassland المراعي / ارض عشبيةالمراعي / ارض عشبية animals حيواناتحيوانات

rainforest ة ةغابة مط� غابة مط� species انواع / فصائلانواع / فصائل

freshwater مياه عذبةمياه عذبة soil تربةتربة

living things كائنات حيةكائنات حية thick سميكسميك

non-living things كائنات غ� حيةكائنات غ� حية canopy مظلةمظلة

Amazon rainforest ة ةغابات ا�مازون المط� غابات ا�مازون المط� community مجتمعمجتمع

dugong حيوان ا��طومحيوان ا��طوم worm دودةدودة

king�sher طائر الرفرافطائر الرفراف cub شبلشبل

lizard سحليةسحلية buzzing bees � النحل � النحلطن� طن�

arteries � اي� ��� اي� �� Oxygen � �اكسج� اكسج�

veins اوردةاوردة beat يدق / ينبضيدق / ينبض

Carbon dioxide  اكسيد الكاربون
 اكسيد الكاربونثا��
ثا�� blood دمدم

salt water مياه مالحةمياه مالحة wadi واديوادي

mangrove tree شجرة المانجروفشجرة المانجروف illnesses امراضامراض

custard apple tree د دشجرة تفاح الكاس�¡ شجرة تفاح الكاس�¡ diseases امراضامراض

medicinal plant  نبات ط¥¤ نبات ط¥¤ interact يتفاعليتفاعل

survive ينجو / يبقى ع§ قيد الحياةينجو / يبقى ع§ قيد الحياة pollen حبوب اللقاححبوب اللقاح

beautiful جميلجميل beauty الجمالالجمال

patient صبورصبور patience الص�¤الص�¤

lucky محظوظمحظوظ luck الحظالحظ

successful ناجحناجح success النجاحالنجاح

VocabularyVocabulary

Life in my world:Life in my world:
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1- Mangrove trees can grow in ………. water in the sea.

a- fresh  b- salty  c- juicy  d- sweet

2- Nabq is a very big national ………. In South Sinai.

a- garden  b- house  c- home  d- park

3- The mangrove trees’ leaves ………. very thick.

a- felt   b- fell   c- file   d- full

4- Mangrove trees ………. the non-living things and the living things.

a- protect  b- harm             c- kill              d- eat

5- Bees make a special ………. from the mangrove flowers.

a- milk  b- juice  c- water  d- honey

6- People are cutting ………. the trees in the Amazon.

a- up   b- off   c- down  d- in

7- My grandfather doesn’t have the ………. to learn about computers.

a- lucky                     b- worried  c- patience          d- patient

8- The teacher waited to show people how all the parts of the forest   

     ecosystem ………. .

a- act   b- interact  c- inter  d- enter

9- Custard apple trees help many animals ………. .

a- die   b- survive  c- fall   d- sleep

10- I was ………. when I lost my mobile.

a- happy  b- confused             c- glad  d- pleased

11- What’s the ………. ?

a- meter  b- motor  c- matter  d- mutter

12- People carry heavy things on ………. .

a- bikes  b- motor bikes c- cars  d- trucks

1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Vocabulary)
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13- I made a ………. in the exam. I’m very sad.

a- mistake  b- mask  c- mosque  d- mix

14- A ………. is a small bird, which lives near rivers and lake and eats fish.

a- lizard  b- dugong  c- worm  d- kingfisher

15- Bees carry ………. From one plant or tree to another.

a- pole  b- bell  c- balloon  d- pollen

16- I ………. sports with my friends.

a- eat   b- drink  c- breathe d- play 

17- Sunlight also makes a lot of people feel ………. .

a- sad  b- happy  c- nervous  d- angry

18- ………. D can help protect us from getting sick.

a- Vitamin  b- Protein  c- Mineral d- Carbohydrate

19- When you walk, run, swim, or cycle, you make your ………. work  

       harder.

a- blood  b- heart  c- eyes  d- ears

20- We don’t use ………. like plants do.

a-oil   b- oxygen  c- energy d- carbon dioxide    

21- Your heart ………. over 100,000 times a day.

a- moves  b- jumps  c- beats  d- run

22- We get vitamin ………. from sunlight.

a- B   b- C   c- D   d- A

23- The lions live in ………. ecosystem.

a- desert  b- grassland c- Iceland  d- marine 

24- We need nutrients and ………. in our blood.

a-oil   b- oxygen  c- smoke d- carbon dioxide

25- In some ways, ………. are similar to plants.

a- stones  b- water  c- soil   d- humans
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1- have – roots – Mangrove – trees – amazing.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- are – safe – animals – a – The forests – many – for – home.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3- trees – water – can’t – in – Most – grow – salt.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- where – place – is – Cairo – the – work – I.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5- works – a – man – They – a – who – garden – met – in.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

6- flowers – make – Bees – honey – special – the – from – mangrove.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7- came – out – A – the – up – sea – dugong – of.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

8- move – Arteries – heart – blood – away – our – from.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

9- use – like – don’t – We – dioxide – plants – carbon.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

10- sunlight – We – vitamin – get – D – from.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

       Order the words to make correct sentences:2
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1- Relative clauses:

- Who  (للعاقل) الذي / التي  For people

e.g.  - We met a man who works in a garden.

- Which (لغير العاقل) الذي / التي  For things

e.g.  - A wadi is an ecosystem which is normally dry.

- Where (للمكان)  حيث   For places

e.g.  - We learned a lot about the area where they live.

2- Linking words:

- And

e.g.  - We went to the beach and we swam in the sea.

- But

e.g.  - Hany likes basketball, but he doesn’t like football.

- Because

e.g.  - Nadine goes to the pool because she loves swimming.

- So

e.g.  - Lara wants to keep her heart healthy, so she does exercise.

GrammarGrammar

1- We learned a lot about the area ………. they live.

a- who  b- where  c- which  d- that

2- The snake is an animal ………. is dangerous.

a- which  b- who  c- where  d- whose

3- We met a man ………. works in a garden.

a- who  b- which  c- where  d- whose

1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Grammar)
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4- That is the car ………. my father bought last week.

a- who  b- which  c- where  d- whose

5- Ahmed, ………. is my friend, is clever.

a- who  b- which  c- where  d- whose

6- I enjoy the ………. of nature.

a- beautiful  b- beautify  c- beauty  d- beautifully

7- I want to be healthy, ………. I play a lot of sport.

a- so   b- and  c- because  d- but

8- Ali can read ………. write English well.

a- so   b- and  c- because  d- but

9- Ziad like to play basketball ………. he doesn’t like to play football.

a- so   b- and  c- because  d- but

10- Yara goes to the pool ………. she loves to swim.

a- so   b- and  c- because  d- but

11- I always eat healthy diet ………. I exercise every day.

a- so   b- and  c- because  d- but

12- Fairouz does a lot of exercise ………. she wants to be healthy.

a- so   b- and  c- because  d- but

13- Fish, chicken ………. beans are all healthy food.

a- so   b- and  c- because  d- but

14- You ………. park here. It’s a “No parking area.”

a- will   b- might  c- must  d- mustn’t

15- Maha ………. come late, I am not sure.

a- will   b- might  c- must  d- mustn’t

16- The cub ………. sleep because he is hungry.

a- can   b- can’t  b- will   b- must

17- Without rain, plants ………. grow.

a- can’t  b- can  c- must  d- will

18- If it doesn’t rain, we ………. be hungry.

a- might  b- can’t  c- will   d- mustn’t 

19- Rasha ………. study English next year.

a- will   b- can’t  c- mustn’t  d- going to

20- ………. I use your pen, please?

a- Must  b- Mustn’t  c- Can              d- Won’t
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Suggested Paragraphs

1- Ecosystem

   An ecosystem is all the animals and plants in an area. The ecosystem 

can be as small as a pond or as big as a forest. In an ecosystem, living 

things such as plants and animals interact with non-living things such 

as water, rocks, and soil. The different species in an ecosystem make a 

community, and they all need each other to survive.

2- A healthy heart

   Your heart beats over 100,000 times a day! So it’s important to keep 

your heart healthy. When you walk, run, swim, or cycle you make your 

heart work harder. If you exercise regularly, your heart works better and 

you can get the minerals, nutrients, and oxygen you need more easily.

3- How to stay healthy

  Health is very important. I love sports. I play tennis, football, and 

basketball. I eat healthy food like fruit, vegetables, and rice. I don’t eat 

a lot of chocolate because I know it isn’t very healthy. In the evening, I 

want to relax, so I read a book.
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Exam (1) on Unit (1)Exam (1) on Unit (1)

1) Listen and choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Nabq National Park is in South ………… .

a- London  b- Sinai  c- Alexandria d- Port Said

2- Along the coast, there are 4.8 kilometers of ………… forest.

a- orange  d- apple  c- mango  d- mangrove

3- Mangrove forests are so important for the ………… ecosystem.

a- marine  b- freshwater c- desert  d- forest

4- Mangrove trees can grow in ………… water.

a- salt  b- cold  c- fresh  d- hot

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What is an ecosystem?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- Why do all the living and non-living things in an ecosystem need   

    each other?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the dialogue with words from the box:  (4 marks)

(photographer – can – Custard apple – ecosystem)

Student : Hello, (1) …………………… I ask you a few question?

Malak : Yes, of course.

Student : What do you do?

Malak : I’m a wildlife (2) ………… . I like to take photos of the forests.

Student : What’s the rainforest? 

Malak : It is a very important (3) …………………… .

Student : What are the most important trees there?

Malak  : (4) …………………… trees.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

   The kingfisher visited her friend, the lizard, in a mangrove tree. The lizard 

was sad. She explained that when the people came to the mangrove forest, 

they cut down the trees. After that, it was difficult for the lizard to find food 

to eat. Dugong told his friends the kingfisher and the lizard that the people 

were back. They could hear trucks and people shouting. The animals were 

worried. Then they heard some bees buzzing around the tree. A bee told 

the animals what was happening. The people learned that the trees were 

important, and that they were part of the ecosystem.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- The lizard was ………………. .

a- happy  b- excited  c- sad   d- surprised

2- The animals could ………………. trucks and people shouting.

a- listen  b- watch  c- see   d- hear

B) Answer the following questions.

3- Where does the lizard live?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Why was it difficult for the lizard to find food?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- I wanted to show people the …………. of the Amazon rainforest.

a- success           b- beauty               c- luck                  d- patience

2- You need to have a lot of …………. .

a- patience            b- successful c- lucky  d- patient

3- People are cutting …………. the trees.

a- in   b- on   c- down  d- at

4- The Amazon rainforest is a very important …………. .

a- ecosystem          b- river             c- desert                d- system
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- you – trees – How – the – help – will – grow?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- play – sunshine – the – We – can – in.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari was born in Wadi el Gemal.                 (        )

2- Jubari wasn’t very brave.                                 (        ) 

3- Wadi el Gemal is a terrible place for gazelles.        (        )

4- Acacia trees need the gazelles.                              (         )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Subira showed Jubari where to rest on ………………… days.

6- Junari and Subira’s favorite food was desert ………………… .

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Ecosystems”

Guiding words: (kinds – living – non-living – each other – interact)

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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valley واديوادي crater فوهة بركانفوهة بركان

canyon وادي ضيق / منحدروادي ضيق / منحدر dunes كثبان رمليةكثبان رملية

wetlands رطبة / مستنقعات 
�ºرطبة / مستنقعاتأرا 
�ºأرا erode ينحت / يفتتينحت / يفتت

erupt يثوريثور storm-chaser متتبع العواصفمتتبع العواصف

hurricane إعصارإعصار thunderstorm عاصفة رعديةعاصفة رعدية

�ood فيضانفيضان dust storm عاصفة ترابيةعاصفة ترابية

photographer 
�Àمصور فوتوغرا
�Àمصور فوتوغرا mountain جبلجبل

coast ساحلساحل grassland ارض عشبيةارض عشبية

excited مÂور / متحمسمÂور / متحمس man-made نسان Ãنسانمن صنع ا� Ãمن صنع ا�

archaeologist عالم اثارعالم اثار ruins أطÆلأطÆل

century (قرن (١٠٠١٠٠ عام) عام) قرن columns أعمدةأعمدة

lava حمم بركانيةحمم بركانية soil تربة زراعيةتربة زراعية

mud �ow � �تدفق الط� تدفق الط� ash رمادرماد

arch قوسقوس pilot طيارطيار

light - lit يشعل - أشعليشعل - أشعل flame لهب / شعلةلهب / شعلة

hot air balloon 
منطاد هوا��
منطاد هوا�� ribbon يط يط�� ��

diary يوميات / مفكرةيوميات / مفكرة The Sahara Desert ى ىالصحراء الك�¤ الصحراء الك�¤

Mount Kilimanjaro جبل كليمنجاروجبل كليمنجارو Victoria Falls ش�Æت فيكتورياش�Æت فيكتوريا

Ngorongoro Crater فوهة بركان نجورونجوروفوهة بركان نجورونجورو

VocabularyVocabulary

Look around youLook around you
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1- When the water falls, it makes a lot of ……… .

a- music  b- noise  c- drumming d- voice

2- ……… means changed or destroyed by rain, wind, sea, etc.

a- Dune  b- Erupt  c- Erode            d- Dry

3- The African ……… Is an amazing place.

a- country  b- city  c- place  d- continent

4- Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest ............ in Africa.

a- sea   b- mountain c- river  d- island

5- Some of the sand ……… can be about 180 meters high.

a- dunes  b- drain  c- dams  d- drums

6- A ……… is an area of land that is often covered by water.

a- desert                   b- valley  c- crater  d- wetland

7- A ……… is a deep narrow place where a river runs between tall rocks.

a- canyon  b- wetland  c- crater  d- cave

8- In North Africa, there are ……… on rocks and in caves.

a- paintings b- readings  c- maps  d- papyrus

9- Egypt’s ……… is very rich.

a- English  b- history  c- Math  d- Science

10- The African language ……… when people from other countries  

        came to Africa.

a- spoken  b- written  c- developed d- died

11- They get very close ……… the extreme weather event to study it.

a- in   b- on   c- out   d- to

12- The ……… is a violent wind which has a circular movement.

a- flood  b- volcano  c- hurricane d- drought

13- The ……… covers land with water.

a- flood  b- volcano  c- hurricane d- drought 

1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Vocabulary)
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14- You can ……… some photos for us.

a- make  b- do   c- take  d- give

15- The ……… is a storm with thunder and lightning and usually   

        heavy rain.

a- flood  b- thunderstorm   c- sand storm d- volcano

16- Almost everything in Java is made of ……… .

a- lava  b- water  c- snow  d- ice

17- When a ……… erupts, fire and rocks come out of the top.

a- storm  b- volcano  c- flood             d- thunderstorm

18- The soil in Java is very good ……… growing plants.

a- at   b- for   c- from  d- in

19- In a few month, the ……… we planted in the soil will grow.

a- seeds  b- leaves  c- roots  d- trunks

20- When volcanoes ……… ,smoke fills the air.

a- shout  b- yell  c- erupt  d- flood

21- The desert is ……… of beautiful wild flowers.

a- fill   b- fail   c- full   d- fell

22- The best time of ……… to see the pinnacles is between August         

        and October.

a- day  b- year  c- week  d- month

23- The natural world in Africa is ……… .

a- ugly  b- bad  c- beautiful  d- boring

24- The pinnacles are one of the most ……… Geological formations  

        in Western Australia.

a- usual  b- usually  c- unusual  d- ugly

25- Please, include the ……… of the place and age of the formation.

a- locate  b- action  c- function  d- location
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1- made – Mount – three – of – is – Kilimanjaro – volcanoes.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- amazing – African – place – is – The – an – continent.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3- week – do – Ahmed – homework – last – Did – his?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- birds - can – Visitors – monkeys – see – and.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5- thunderstorms – Egypt – had – Kamal – in – seen.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

6- are – Volcanoes – farmland – for – useful.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7- Hoda – been – Luxor – Has – to?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

8- about – geological – Do – your – feature – research.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

9- water – Flood – with – land – the – covers.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

10- covers – The Sahara Desert – countries – eleven.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

       Order the words to make correct sentences:2
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Present perfect tense:
- Form:

Subject + have / has + P.P
e.g. 
1- I’ve played tennis.  2- She has eaten pizza.

- Negative:
Subject + haven’t / hasn’t + P.P

e.g. 
1- We haven’t studied French. 2- He hasn’t slept early.

- Question:

A- Yes, No question:

Have / Has + subject + P.P ………?
e.g. 
1- Have you bought a TV?  2- Has he ridden a bike?

B- Wh- question:

Q.W + have / has + subject + P.P ……….?
e.g.  
1- Where have you been?  2- What has he eaten? 

- Keywords:

1- Just

e.g.  - I’ve just met my teacher.

2- Ever

e.g.  - Have you ever seen a lion?

3- Never

e.g.  - No, I’ve never seen a lion.

4- Already:

e.g.

1- She’s already fed the hens. 2- She’s fed the hens already.

GrammarGrammar
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1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Grammar)

1- She ……… in the sea last week.

a- swim  b- swims  c- swum  d- swam

2- Have you ……… football?

a- play  b- played  c- plays  d- playing

3- What ……… he see two hours ago?

a- does  b- have  c- is   d- did

4- ……… you visited the museum?

a- Did  b- Does  c- Do   d- Have

5- Hany ……… use his mobile yesterday.

a- doesn’t  b- don’t  c- didn’t  d- isn’t

6- Samy didn’t ……… any plants last week.

a- grew  b- grow  c- grows  d- grown

7- We ……… visited Aswan yet.

a- haven’t  b- hasn’t  c- didn’t  d- don’t

8- Has he ……… travelled? 

a- yet   b- already  c- since  d- for

9- He has studied English ……… 10 years.

a- yet   b- already  c- since  d- for

10- I ……… in Cairo since 2010.

a- live  b- have lived c- has lived  d- lived

11- They ……… in the playroom yesterday.

a- ran   b- run  c- runs  d- running

12- Last week, I ……… some problems with my car.

a- have  b- has  c- had  d- having

13- I ……… my dinner yet.

a- had  b- have had  c- having had d- haven’t had

14- He’s just ……… home.

a- come  b- comes  c- came  d- coming

15- Have you ……… your homework?

a- do   b- does  c- did   d- done

16- My uncle ……… us about his trip to Cairo.

a- tell   b- tells  c- has told  d- have told
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17- Have you visited Alexandria? - Yes, I ……… .

a- have  b- has  c- had  d- did

18- ……… you see Ali? – Yes, I did.

a- Do   b- Have  c- Does  d- Did

19- I have ……… my friends.

a- meet  b- meets  c- met  d- meeting

20- Has Fares ……… travelled by train?

a- ever  b- never  c- yet   d- for

Suggested Paragraphs:

1- Wonder of Africa

  The African continent is an amazing place, with mountains, deserts, 

lakes, valleys, and rainforests. There are beautiful coasts, waterfalls, 

and volcanoes. It has some of the most famous natural wonders in the 

world, like Ngorongoro Crater, Victoria Falls, Mount Kilimanjaro, and the 

Sahara Desert. There are man-made wonders too, like the Pyramids of 

Giza.

2- Rainbow Bridge in the USA

  Rainbow Bridge is one of the largest natural arches in the world. It 

is also 200 million years old. It is on Lake Powell in Utah, USA. It is 88 

meters tall and it is made of red and brown sandstone. A river eroded a 

hole in the sandstone and has formed the arch over many, many years. 

Rainbow Bridge has been a National Monument since 1910. If you want 

to visit it, you have to take a boat, ride a horse, or walk to it. It is in a very 

hot desert. So you should visit it in the spring or in the fall. Don’t forget 

to take your water bottle and a sun hat.

3- The Sahara Desert

   The Sahara Desert is the largest hot desert in the world. It covers eleven 

countries. Some of the sand dunes can be 180 meters high. Although it 

is a hot and dry place, some animals and plants live there.
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Exam (1) on Unit (2)Exam (1) on Unit (2)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- The Victoria Falls are on the ……… River.

a- Zambezi  b- Nile  c- Amazon  d- Mississippi

2- Victoria Falls are ……… meters wide.

a- 1,608  b- 1,708  c- 1,808  d- 1,908

3- When the water falls, it makes ……… .

a- sound  b- voice  c- view  d- noise

4- Victoria Falls are 108 meters ……… .

a- deep  b- wide  c- high  d- long

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- Who has Kamal been to many places with?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- What did they see in the mountains?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the text with words from the box: (4 marks)

(countries – dry – largest – dunes)

The Sahara Desert is the (1) ……………. hot desert in the world.

It covers eleven (2) ……………. and is nine million square kilometers 

– that’s about the size of the USA! Some of the sand (3) ……………. 

can be about 180 meters high. Although it is a very (4) ……………. 

place, some plants and animals live here, and people have lived here for 

thousands of years, too.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

   In Zimbabwe, there are the ruins of Great Zimbabwe, an important city 

which was built between the 11th and 15th centuries. It had very large 

stone walls, and people here sold lots of things to different countries around 

the world. A newer monument is in South Africa. The Afrikaans Language 

Monument is made of stone columns and opened in 1975. The Afrikaans 

language developed when people from other countries came to Africa. 

The language has words from lots of different countries and is now used in 

South Africa and Namibia.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Great Zimbabwe city was built between the 11th and 15th ……… .

a- decades  b- centuries c- months d- years

2- The Afrikaans Language Monument is in ……… .

a- Egypt  b- Zimbabwe c- Nigeria d- South Africa

B) Answer the following questions:

3- What’s the Afrikaans Language Monument made of?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Where is the Afrikaans language used now?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- My uncle ……… us about his trip to Cairo. 

a- has told  b- tell  c- have told d- telling

2- Grandma ……… ful medames for breakfast.

a- have made b- has made c- making  d- make

3- We ……… on a boat.

 a- sails      b- has never sailed  

 c- have never sailed       d- never sailing

4- Aya has never ……… a famous person.

a- meet  b- will meet c- meets  d- met
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- Desert – the past – The Sahara – dry – in – wasn’t.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- see – and – Rwanda – in – Visitors – birds – monkeys – can.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F ( False):

1- The first animal Jubari met was a dugong.            (         )

2- He met a turtle, who was swimming in the sea.   (         )

3- He climbed down into a deep canyon.    (         )

4- When he met a dangerous crocodile, he ran home.  (         )

B) Complete the following sentences: 

5- The water was very ………………………… .

6- Jubari looked and saw a big ………………………… animal.

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“A trip on a hot air balloon”

Guiding words: ( Luxor – pilot – gentle – flame – tiny – statues – temples )

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam 2 on unit 2:Exam 2 on unit 2:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Mount Kilimanjaro is made of ……… volcanoes.

a- two  b- three  c- four  d- five

2- The volcanoes haven’t erupted for thousands of ……… .

a- days  b- weeks  c- months  d- years

3- Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest mountain in ……… .

a- Africa  b- Asia  c- Europe  d- America

4- At the top of Kilimanjaro, there is ……… and ice.

a- plant  b- water  c- sand  d- snow

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- Where are Reem and Ahmed going?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- Is it the first time they have travelled?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the text with words from the box: (4 marks)

(travel – visited – holiday – went)

Reem and Ahmed are going to Luxor on …………………. with their 

parents this year. They haven’t …………………. Luxor before. They 

are going to …………………. to Luxor from Cairo. It isn’t the first time 

they’ve traveled somewhere. They …………………. to Jordan two 

years ago.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

   Mount Kilimanjaro is made of three volcanoes. Scientists think that it 

hasn’t erupted for 360,000 years. Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest mountain 

in Africa, at 5,895 meters. Every year, about 25,000 people climb it, but it is 

difficult. The mountain is very big and has lots of different ecosystems. It 

starts in the hot grassland. Farther up, there are tropical rainforests, and at 

the top there is snow and ice.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Mount Kilimanjaro is made of three ……………………

a- floods  b- volcanoes c- earthquakes d- craters

2- Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest mountain in ……………………..

a- Asia  b- Africa  c- America  d- Europe

B) Answer the following questions: 

3- How many people climb Mount Kilimanjaro every year?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Where can you find snow and ice?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- I ……… you this story already.

a- tell   b- have told c- has told  d- will tell

2- Have you ever ……… on a ship?

a- travelled  b- to travel  c- travels  d- traveling

3- ……… fish soup?

 a- You have eaten  b- Has eaten he           

 c- Have you eaten  d- You are eating

4- A) Have you visited the desert?  B) Yes, I ……… .

a- am   b- have  c- has   d- can
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- Desert – the past – The Sahara – dry – in – wasn’t.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- see – and – Rwanda – in – Visitors – birds – monkeys – can.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari wanted to find the Wadi of Camels.              (         )

2- Subira taught Jubari which animals were dangerous.  (         )

3- Daffodils give gazelles food and water all year around. (         )

4- Acacia trees need gazelles because they take their seeds to new places.                                                                                          

          (         )

B) Complete the following sentences:

1- The water was very …………………. .

2- Jubari looked and saw a big …………………. animal.

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Your visit to the Pyramids”

Guiding words: ( Ancient Egyptians – at Giza – amazing – stone 

   – three – history – from all over the world)

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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coal فحمفحم date بلحبلح

economy ا�قتصادا�قتصاد fertile خصبخصب

�ax نبات الكتاننبات الكتان linen قماش الكتانقماش الكتان

mud � �ط� ط� pale شاحب اللونشاحب اللون

mine منجممنجم raw materials مواد خاممواد خام

liquid سائلسائل solid صلبصلب

gas غازغاز boil يغ§يغ§

freeze يتجمديتجمد melt يذوبيذوب

�xed shape شكل ثابتشكل ثابت bend يطوييطوي

hard جامد / صلبجامد / صلب mass الكتلةالكتلة

odor رائحةرائحة rough خشنخشن

soft ناعمناعم sticky لزج – لصقلزج – لصق

texture نسيج / ملمسنسيج / ملمس dig يحفريحفر

�amingo طائر الفÆمنجوطائر الفÆمنجو hole حفرةحفرة

sink يغطسيغطس shovel جاروفجاروف

tunnel نفقنفق skeleton هيكل عظميهيكل عظمي

expert خب�خب�

VocabularyVocabulary

How we use our worldHow we use our world

1- When you boil water, it turns into ……… .

a- gas   b- solid  c- liquid  d- heat

2- A ……… flows.

a- gas   b- solid  c- liquid  d- ice

3- Coal and gas are ……… .

a- fossil fuels b- renewable c- coins  d- metals

4- Solar energy is ……… .

a- steam  b- renewable c- fossil fuels        d- non-renewable

1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Vocabulary)
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5- You can pick up a ……… .

a- solid  b- liquid  c- liquid  d- steam

6- You can’t usually see ……… .

a- solid  b- liquid  c- gas   d- water

7- He is ……… He can’t see.

a- deep  b- blind  c- lazy  d- active

8- The bag is ……… I can carry it easily.

a- light  b- heavy  c- solid  d- liquid

9- Rock stones are ……… .

a- hard  b- light  c- gas   d- liquid

10- The chair is very ……… To sit in. It’s very nice.

a- hard  b- liquid  c- comfortable d- wooden

11- Honey is always ……… .

a- sticky  b- gas  c- hard  d- rough 

12- This t-shirt is very ……… I don’t like it.

a- smooth  b- rough  c- comfortable d- wide

13- We do science ……… in the science library.

a- maps  b- experiments c- problems d- subjects

14- If you put a stone in water, it would ……… .

a- fly   b- float  c- sink  d- walk

15- He uses a ……… to take his medicine.

a- pan  b- jar   c- syringe  d- dish

16- The medicine is ……… you can drink it.

a- solid  b- tablets  c- food  d- syrup

17- ……… yellow and blue together to make green.

a- Mix  b- Remove   c- Give d- Float

18- We use ……… to wash the dishes.

a- milk  b- oil  c- dish detergent  d- butter

19- We do science experiments in the ……… .

a- library  b- office c- playground  d- laboratory 

20- If you put a ……… in water it will sink.

a- piece of wood b- ping pong ball          c- coin  d- plastic
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1- gas – see – difficult – a – to – is – usually – It.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- for – plants – We – food – grow.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3- into – water – ice – freeze – turns – we – When – it.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- is – source – The – renewable – a – sun – energy – of.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5- mine – get – materials – We – the – raw – from.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

6- successful – were – very – Egyptians – Ancient.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7- used – linen – People – to – flax – for – clothes – make.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

8- learn – sure – you – I’m – from – a lot – I’ll.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

9- science – going to – experiment – Today – we’re – a – do.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

10- sticky – Honey – thick – and – is.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

       Order the words to make correct sentences:2
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First conditional:
- Form:

If + present simple, will + inf.

- Usage: We use the first conditional:
To describe events which will probably happen in the future.
e.g.
- If we go to the museum, we will see dinosaur bones.

Second conditional:
- Form:

If + past simple, would + inf.

- Usage: We use the second conditional:
- To describe events we imagine, but probably won’t happen.

e.g.
- If it snowed in October, I would be very surprised.

Reported speech: 
- Direct speech:

The words that a person says.

e.g.

- Seleem said, “I like reading comics.” 

- Reported speech:

To report what a person said.

e.g.

- Seleem said he liked reading comics.

- Notice the changes:

- Farida said, “I can play tennis.”

- Farida said she could play tennis.

1) Change the subject according to the speaker.

2) Change the verb from present to past.

3) We don’t use speech marks.

GrammarGrammar
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1- If you ……… at the box, you’ll see your present.
a- looks  b- look  c- looked  d- looking
2- How would you feel if you ……… a snake?
a- see   b- saw  c- seen  d- sees
3- He ……… so lazy if he ate so much.
a- be   b- is   c- will be  d- would be
4- If I ……… a medal, I would be very happy.
a- win   b- wins  c- won  d- winning
5- They ……… get home early if they find a taxi.
a- would  b- wouldn’t  c- won’t  d- will
6- You ……… trees if you recycle paper.
a- save  b- saved  c- will save  d- would save 
7- Yara said that she usually ……… fruit for breakfast.
a- have  b- had  c- is having  d- would have
8- Mom said it ……… cold and rainy.
a- was  b- are   c- is   d- were
9- Amir said that Salwa ……… play the piano.
a- can   b- could  c- will   d- must 
10- If I had more money, I ……… travel a lot.
a- can   b- will  c- must  d- could
11- If I ……… out this weekend, I’d go to the club.
a- go   b- ‘d go  c- went  d- will go
12- The door ……… open if you push it hard.
a- will   b- could  c- should  d- might
13- Amr promised that he ……… hard.
a- will work  b- had worked c- would work           d- works
14- Omar said “I ……… to the club tomorrow”.
a- would go  b- will go  c- went  d- had gone
15- He ……… me that he had been ill.
a- said  b- talked  c- spoke  d- told
16- The boy said that he ……… hungry.
a- is   b- was  c- were  d- are
17- She said that she ……… like boys.
a- didn’t  b- don’t  c- isn’t  d- wasn’t
18- My father told me that he ……… drive me to school.
a- will   b- would  c- can   d- is
19- Abdo said he ……… guitar lessons.
a- have  b- is having  c- had  d- will have
20- What ……… you do if you found a large sum of money?
a- will   b- can  c- may  d- could

1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Grammar)
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Suggested Paragraphs:

1- Natural resources:

  Natural resources are things we can use from nature, like wood, and soil. 

We use them to make the things we need. We use wood to make tables, 

stone to build houses, and plants for food. The sun is a natural resource 

because it gives us solar energy to make electricity. Some natural resources 

are renewable, but some natural resources are non-renewable such as coal 

and gas.

2- Resources in Ancient Egypt:

  Ancient Egypt was very successful because it had good natural resources. 

Agriculture was a very important part of the economy of ancient Egypt. 

The Nile flooded every year and made the soil fertile. Farmers grew lots of 

different crops, such as cotton and rice. They used flax to make linen for 

clothes. Stones and rocks were useful natural resources in ancient Egypt. 

They could build the Pyramids and temples.

3- Honey:

  Egyptians used this to make medicine. It was very important for helping 

with problems with the skin or eyes. There are hieroglyphics in ancient 

temples which show people keeping bees. Honey was an expensive but 

important natural resource. People used it to make food taste sweet. They 

put bees in houses called hives.

4- Wadi El Rayan waterfalls:

  Last week our class went on a trip to waterfalls at Wadi El Rayan. It was 

beautiful! There are two lakes there. The sound of water falling is very loud. 

We learned that water comes from an oasis in the desert. It is a place in 

the desert with water. We saw some of the birds and my favorite was the 

flamingo. We had fun and it was a fantastic day.
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Exam (1) on Unit (3)Exam (1) on Unit (3)

1) Listen and choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Today we’re going to do a science ……… .

a- complement b- experiment c- expert  d- survey

2- You can work in ……… of three.

a- groups  b- classes  c- herds  d- boxes

3- There is a ……… object in one box.

a- liquid  b- solid  c- gas   d- steam

4- You have to study and ……… some questions.

a- ask   b- answer  c- delete  d- wonder

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What happened when the water boiled?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- What class was it?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the dialogue with words from the box: (4 marks)

(digging – shovel – mountains – bones)

Grandpa : What are you doing tomorrow, children?

Donia : We’re going into the (1) …………… with Dad.

Grandpa : Really? When I was a boy, they told me that there were  

    dinosaur (2) …………… in the mountains.

Tarek  : Real dinosaur bones? 

Grandpa : I think so. I never saw them, but my friend Ali was   

    (3) …………… a hole there and he found some bones.

   Wow! Donia, let’s take a (4) …………… when we go to   

  the mountain.
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4) Read the following text and answer the questions:  (4 marks)

    My name is Ali. I’m in primary five. I go to school five times a week.                             

I like science a lot. It’s a very interesting subject. Today we’re going to do a 

science experiment! What happens when we pour different liquids in one 

container? They mix together. Liquids have a different mass. The heavier 

liquids sink to the bottom. The liquids with a lower mass float on top.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Ali is in primary ……… .

a- three  b- four  c- six   d- five

2- The heavier liquids ……… to the bottom.

a- fly   b- sink  c- float  d- think

B) Answer the following questions: 

3- What are they going to do today?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- Why does Ali like science a lot?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- “Dina ……… animals.” Said Mom.

a- love  b- loves  c- is loving  d- loving

2- “I ……… play the guitar.” Said Noha.

a- can  b- could  c- am   d- would

3- Shady said Mr. Ahmed ……… in Alexandria.

a- work  b- working  c- works  d- worked

4- Eman said she ……… cooking with her mom.

a- liking  b- like  c- liked  d- likes
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- to – you – need – Do – a calculator – borrow?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- visiting – like – I – park – the.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Dugong eat leaves from mangrove trees.    (       )

2- Turtles lay their eggs in the sand.     (       )

3- Dorcas gazelles find it easy to climb to the top of very steep mountains.    (       )

4- Lake Nasser is a very big natural lake.    (       )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Jubari came to …………………… Nasser.

6- Jubar’s mother taught him not to stay near animals with big   

    ……………………..

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Honey”

Guiding words: (bees – food – sweet – medicine – cut – flowers – sweet)

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam (2) on unit (3)Exam (2) on unit (3)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Last ……… ,our class went on a trip to the waterfalls at Wadi El Rayan.

a- year  b- week  c- month  d- day

2- There are two ……… there.

a- rivers  b- ponds  c- seas  d- lakes

3- The waterfalls are ……… meters high.

a- 69   b- 66   c- 67   d- 68

4- A/An ……… is a place in the desert with water.

a- lake  b- island  c- oasis  d- mountain 

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- When did the ancient Egyptians discover gold?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- When did they find it at first?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the text with words from the box: (4 marks)

(countries – salt – agriculture – economy – resources)

(1) …………………… was also a very important (2) ………………… 

in ancient Egypt, and they sold it to other (3) …………………… ,too. 

People used salt to keep food fresh. It was also useful in medicine and 

(4) …………………… Some of the lakes in the Nile Delta had lot of 

salt which people could take to use or sell.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

Faten went to the Egyptian Museum last week. Twenty students and two 

teachers went with her. The school bus took half an hour to get there. They 

saw lots of ancient monuments. They saw valuable treasures and statues. 

They spent three hours in the museum. Then they went to a park near 

the River Nile where they played, ate, and enjoyed themselves. They went 

home at four o’clock. It was a fantastic day.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- They went to the park ……… they went to the museum.

a- after b- before  c- at the same time         d- when

2- The underline word “there” refers to the ……… .

a- bus b- Egyptians Museum            c- park             d- school

B) Answer the following questions:

3- How many people went to the Egyptian Museum?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- What did they do at the park?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- If grandma ……… us on Friday, we would make her a cake.

a- will visit  b- would visit c- visits           d- visited

2- He told us that he ……… three pets.

a- has   b- had  c- have d- will have

3- Hani ……… to the party if you invite him.

a- will come b- would come c- comes d- wouldn’t come 

4- Mom said that the cake ……… ready.

a- is   b- was  c- will be d- are
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- some – did – How – transport – limestone – people?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- to – I – on Mondays – go – library – the

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False): 

1- Wadi el Gemal is a terrible place for gazelles.        (        )

2- Gazelles can run quickly on the sand.         (        )

3- A crocodile can look like a dead tree in water.        (        )

4- Gazelles and acacia trees are part of the ecosystem in Wadi el Gemal. (        )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- The big dugong is called …………………… .

6- Donga offered Jubari some …………………… .

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Cotton”

Guiding words: (cotton – important – crop – grows – hot countries 

          – Egyptian cotton – good quality – sell – countries 

          – make – cloth – cotton clothes )

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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pedal بدالبدال skateboard لوح تزلجلوح تزلج

brakes فراملفرامل physics ياء � ياءف� � ف�

wheel إطار / عجلةإطار / عجلة builder عامل بناءعامل بناء

speed �عة�عة inventor ع عمخ�¡ مخ�¡

push force قوة الدفعقوة الدفع feathers ريشريش

pull force قوة الجذب قوة الجذب  land يهبطيهبط

friction احتكاكاحتكاك hurt يؤذييؤذي

space فضاء فضاء  invent ع عيخ�¡ يخ�¡

tension ضغطضغط fall over يقع / يسقطيقع / يسقط

air resistance مقاومة الهواءمقاومة الهواء tires إطاراتإطارات

gravity جاذبيةجاذبية rope حبلحبل

dart سهمسهم hook خطافخطاف

paper airplane طائرة ورقيةطائرة ورقية fold 
يث¥�
يث¥�

vertically عمودياًعمودياً turn over يقلبيقلب

crease يضغط / يجعديضغط / يجعد ground ا�رضا�رض

glider اعية اعيةطائرة �� طائرة �� desert صحراءصحراء

tip طرفطرف �oat يطفويطفو

astronaut رائد فضاءرائد فضاء interested in مهتم بـمهتم بـ

paper airplane طبيعيطبيعي planet كوكبكوكب

vertically � �خاص / مم� خاص / مم� Mars المريخالمريخ

crease جولةجولة company كة كة�� ��

glider استاداستاد project وع �Âوعم �Âم

crease مهندسمهندس solve يحليحل

glider طيارطيار apartment شقةشقة

crease نطاطةنطاطة architecture هندسة معماريةهندسة معمارية

glider باراشوتباراشوت architect مهندس معماريمهندس معماري

VocabularyVocabulary

We’re on the moveWe’re on the move
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1- I want to learn how to ……… a bike.

a- drive  b- ride  c- play  d- take

2- Ahmed used a ……… force to open the door.

a- push  b- pull  c- small  d- weak

3- When we go down a hill, the bike goes ……… .

a- slow  b- slower  c- fast  d- faster

4- The train moves at a great ……… .

a- move  b- speed  c- force  d- weak

5- When you push the ……… ,the bike moves.

a- brakes  b- wheels  c- pedals  d- feet

6- Use the ……… to make the bike stop.

a- wheels  b- brakes  c- pedals  d- feet

7- ……… travel to space.

a- Divers  b- Sailors  c- Astronauts d- Drivers

8- The ……… flies planes.

a- driver  b- rider  c- diver  d- pilot

9- He has a ……… He skates from time to time.

a- skateboard b- bike  c- scooter  d- motor bike

10- The ……… works in a hospital.

a- teacher  b- doctor  c- astronaut d- engineer.

11- The ……… designs and builds houses.

a- farmer  b- teacher  c- doctor  d- architect 

12- I am good at riding a ……… .

a- car   b- rocket  c- bike  d- boat

13- We learn about force during …………….. lessons.

a- English  b- Science  c- Arabic      d- Social studies

14- ……… works against an object as it moves through the air.

a- Tension                b- Pull  c- Air resistance d- Gravity 

15- ……… is a force that pulls thing towards the Earth.

a- Air resistance b- Push  c- Gravity  d- Tension

16- When there’s no gravity, things ……… in the air.

a- float  b- sink  c- catch  d- break

1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Vocabulary)
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17- ……… help make things like skateboard.

a- Teachers  b- Engineers c- Farmers  d- Pilots

18- He showed the children, a ……… of shoes.

a- couple  b- pair  c- bar   d- poor

19- The children flew up in the ……… .

a- water  b- earth  c- air   d- ground

20- I’d fly over the ……… to watch my favorite football team.

a- cinema  b- TV   c- theatre  d- stadium

1- slowly – cycling – You – too – now – are.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- the – the – bike – brakes – You – to – stop – use.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3- interesting – Maha – an – is – isn’t – girl, – she?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- the – usually – things – ground – to – pulls – Gravity. 

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5- younger – Grandpa – when – was – was – he – an astronaut.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

6- helps – resistance – planes – stay – Air – air – the – in – to.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7- an engineer – I – I – love – to – ‘d – be – when – up – grow.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

8- clean – We – dish – dishes – the – use – to – detergent.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

9- bottom – to – heavier – The – liquids – the – sink.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

10- rains, - go – it – we – out – won’t – If.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

       Order the words to make correct sentences:2
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Question tag:
- It has two parts:

 1- a sentence,  2- a question tag?

- Usage: 
We use it to check or confirm information.

- Form:
The question tag is formed of:

Helping verb + subject pronoun?

- Notes:

1- Positive sentence, negative tag?

e.g.
- You live in Egypt, don’t you?

2- Negative sentence, positive tag?
e.g.
- Ali didn’t go home, did he? 

3- We use a comma before the question tag.
e.g.
- Her has played football, hasn’t he?

1- This your car, ……… ?

a- is this  b- isn’t it  c- is it   d- isn’t this?

2- Boys aren’t quiet, ……… ?

a- they aren’t b- aren’t they c- they are  d- are they

3- Excellence is an interesting book, ……… ?

a- isn’t it  b- is it   c- it is   d- it isn’t

4- You aren’t good at Math, ……… ?

a- aren’t you b- you aren’t c- are you  d- you are

GrammarGrammar

1       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: (On Grammar)
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5- We are having fun, ……… ?

a- am we  b- aren’t we  c- we are  d- we aren’t

6- I am a pupil, ……… ?

a- am I  b- are I  c- are you  d- aren’t I 

7- These fish are delicious, ……… ?

a- the aren’t  b- aren’t they c- they aren’t d- are they

8- He won’t come tomorrow, ……… ?

a- can he  b- will he  c- can’t he  d- won’t he 

9- Mother cooks very well, ……… ?

a- doesn’t she           b- does she  c- is she  d- isn’t she

10- Father drover carefully, ……… ?

a- don’t he  b- doesn’t he c- didn’t he  d- did he

11- It ……… three o’clock, isn’t it?

a- was  b- are   c- is   d- isn’t

12- You ……… chocolate, don’t you?

a- like   b- likes  c- liked  d- liking

13- She can’t drive, ……… ?

a- will she  b- can she  c- won’t she  d- can’t she

14- You didn’t have breakfast, ……… ?

a- didn’t you             b- did you  c- do you  d- can you

15- She was at the party, ……… ?

a- was she  b- wasn’t she c- is she  d- isn’t she

16- He ……… up late, didn’t he?

a- get   b- gets  c- got   d- getting 

17- He has just arrived, ……… he?

a- has   b- is   c- isn’t  d- hasn’t

18- They haven’t finished their work, ……… they ?

a- haven’t  b- hasn’t  c-  have  d- has

19- You can carry this bag, ……… you ? 

a- can’t  b- can  c- do   d- don’t

20- She is a nice girl, ……… she ?

a- is   b- isn’t  c- does  d- doesn’t 
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Suggested Paragraphs:
1- My new bike:

  Last week my grandpa bought me a new bike. It was a present for my 
birthday. It has two wheels, pedals, and brakes. To make it move, I have to 
push the pedals. It moves with push force. When I want to slow it down or 
stop it, I use the brakes. To move it faster, I push the pedals quickly. I like 
riding my new bike very much.

2- A Dart paper airplane:

  To make a Dart paper airplane, take a piece of paper and fold it in half 
vertically. Crease it. Then open the paper. Fold over the top two corners. 
After that, turn the paper over. Fold it in half and crease the top of it. Then 
fold it down again and crease it again. Finally your Dart is ready to fly!

Writing and e-mal to a friend:

1- An e-mail about a famous person:
From  : Safia
To  : Anas
Subject : A famous person

Hi Anas, 
How are you? I hope you are fine. I want to tell you about a famous person 
I read about. His name is Abbas Ibn Firnas. He was an inventor. He invented 
many things like water clocks. He was the first man to fly. He used wings 
made of wood and feathers.
Bye for now!

Safia

2- An e-mail about your future job:

From  : Seif
To  : Amira
Subject : My future job

Hi Amira,
How are you? I want to tell you about the job I’d like to do in the future. I 
want to be an astronaut. I like reading about stars and planets very much. 
I like watching the stars. In space there’s no gravity. I’ll float in space. What 
about you?

See you soon.
Seif
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Exam (1) on Unit (4)Exam (1) on Unit (4)

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- Ali is ……… years old.

a- 8   b- 9   c- 10   d- 11

2- Ali lives in the 9th ………

a- decade  b- century  c- month  d- year

3- The wings were made of ……… and feathers.

a- wood  b-  glass  c-  plastic  d- iron

4- Abbas Ibn Firnas was the ……… man to fly.

a- third  b- second  c- forth  d- first

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What did he show the children?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- Where did Hoda and Hady follow grandpa?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the dialogue with words from the box: (4 marks)

(dart – over – paper – vertically)

Seif : What are you doing, Anas?

Anas : I’m making a (1) ……………………… airplane.

Seif : How do you make it?

Anas : Fold a piece of paper in half (2) ……………………… .

Seif : What do you do after that?

Anas : Fold (3) ……………………… the top two corners. Fold down   

   the two wings. Your (4) ……………………… is ready to fly.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

      “Gravity usually pulls things to the ground,” said Grandpa. “But these are 

special shoes. When you wear them, gravity does not pull you down. So 

children, if you could fly, what would you do?” “I would fly over the stadium 

to watch my favorite football team,” Hady said. “I would fly over the sea,” said 

Hoda. “Let’s start with a tour of our city,” Grandpa said. Put these shoes on. 

Now, hit your left foot with your right foot three times. One, two, three … 

Good. Look! You can fly!

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- Gravity usually ……… things to the ground.

a- pushes  b- sells  c- pulls  d- buys

2- Grandpa’s shoes are ……… .

a- special  b- ordinary  c- normal  d- common

B) Answer the following questions:

3- Why would Hady fly over the stadium?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- How many times did they hit left foot with right foot?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- She didn’t tell me her name, ……… she?

a- did   b- didn’t  c- wasn’t  d- weren’t

2- You ……… send Grandpa an e-mail, won’t you?

a- can   b- may  c- will   d- must

3- We can make dinner tonight, ……… we ?

a- can’t  b- isn’t  c- mustn’t  d- aren’t

4- It ……… be hot tomorrow, will it?

a- can’t  b- isn’t  c- won’t  d- aren’t
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- skills – She – computer – good – has.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- new – buildings – An architect – designs.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- The crocodile is a dangerous animal.    (      )

2- Gazelles can climb steep mountains.    (      )

3- The turtle’s home is in Ras Hankorab beach.  (      )

4- Gazelles need water to drink.     (      )

B) Complete the following sentences:

5- Jubari came to ……………………. Nasser.

6- Jubari’s mother taught him not to stay near animals with big        

     …………………… .

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Your new bike”

Guiding words: ( birthday – my parents – learn how – pedal – brakes ) 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Exam 2 on unit 4:Exam 2 on unit 4:

1) Listen and circle the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- The bike moves by the ……… Force.

a- pulling  b- pushing  c- speed  d- brakes

2- You use force to stop the bike, by using the ……… .

a- brakes  b- wheels  c- pedals  d- tires

3- If you want to increase your ……… ,push the pedals more quickly.

a- mass  b- odor  c- activity  d- speed

4- The bike is going to go faster when you go ……… the hill.

a- up   b- down  c- beside  d- between

2) Listen and answer: (4 marks)

1- What would Jana like to be?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- What do you need to understand to be good at the job?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

3) Read and complete the text with words from the box: (4 marks)

(gravity – astronaut – float – problems – planets)

I’m Amal. I want to be an (1) ……………… because I’m interested in the stars 

and the (2) ……………… It is important to study other planets because it 

helps us understand our own planet, and this might help us solve some of 

Earth’s (3) ……………… When you see videos of the International Space 

Station, it looks fun living without gravity – the people (4) ……………… 

all the time.
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4) Read the passage then answer the questions: (4 marks)

   Cairo Tower is one of the most famous building in Cairo. People from all 

over the world and from many parts of Egypt like to visit it. The tower is 

185 meters high and was built in 1961. Three electric lifts take visitors up to 

the top which looks like a large lotus flower. At the top, there’s a restaurant 

which moves round while you have your meal or your drink. From the top 

of the tower, you can see the Nile, all of Cairo, Giza, and Helwan. You can see 

the Pyramids to the west and Cairo Airport to the east.

A) Choose the correct answer:

1- People get to the top of the tower ……… .

a- on foot  b- in a winch c- in a lift  d- by plane

2- The top of the tower looks like a large ……… flower.

a- lotus  b- papyrus  c- jasmine  d- mangrove 

B) Answer the following questions:

3- How old is Cairo Tower?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

4- What can people see from the top of the tower?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

5) Choose the correct answer: (4 marks)

1- We can’t take photos in here, ……… we? 

a- can’t  b- will  c- can   d- do

2- It wasn’t very cold yesterday, ……… it?

a- was  b- wasn’t  c- isn’t  d- did

3- He went to the club with me, ……… ?

a- did he  b- do he  c- didn’t he  d- wasn’t he

4- She has a nice blue dress, ……… ?

a- do she               b- doesn’t she  c- has she  d- hasn’t she
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6) Order the words to make correct sentences: (2 marks)

1- gravity – There – space – no – is – on.

....................................................................................................................................................... .

2- you – paper plane – Have – a – made – ever?

....................................................................................................................................................... .

7) The Reader: (3 marks)

A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari is a brave and curious son.   (           )

2- Jubari found Wadi el Gazelles.    (           )

3- Jubari liked all the places he found.   (           )

4- The desert is perfect for the gazelles.   (           )

B) Complete the following sentences

5- Nasser ……………. is man-made.

6- People made the lake because they need ………………..

8) Write a paragraph of fifty (50) words about: (5 marks)

“Parachuting”

Guiding words: parachuting – dangerous – sport – person – jump 

           – plane counts – press – button – parachute - opens

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………
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Fiction Reader: Jubari searches for home

Exercises on story:

1) Complete the following sentences:

1- Jubari was born in ………………… .

2- Jubari followed his ………………… .

3- Subira showed Jubari which ………………… to eat.

4- Subira showed Jubari where to …………………

5- Wadi el Gemal measn Wadi of the …………………

6- Many ………………… live in Wadi el Gemal.

7- Wadi el Gemal is the perfect place for ………………… .

8- The desert ………………… is the favorite food for gazelles.

9- The ………………… tree gives gazelles food and water. 

10- When gazelles eat the …………… of the acacia tree, they help them.

11- Gazelles help acacia tree by taking their seed to other …………… .

12- When gazelles take the seeds to other places …………… trees grow.

13- Jubari wanted to look for Wadi of the …………… .

14- Jubari ran …………… to the north.

15- Jubari couldn’t drink …………… water because it was salty.

16- The big dugong is called …………… .

17- Donga is a ………………… .

18- Donga offered Jubari some ………………… .

19- Jubari couldn’t eat the seagrass because it was ………………… .

20- The ………………… forest is too salty for Jubari.

21- On the white beach Jubari walked slowly because the sand was …………… .

22- On the soft sand Jubari’s …………… went in to the ground.
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23- The turtle was worried about its ………………… .

24- The white beach was the ………………… home.

25- The gazelles can’t ………………… on the white beach because the  

        sand is too soft.

26- The mountain was very ………………… .

27- Jubari couldn’t ……………… because the mountain was too steep.

28- The ………………… Is called Gebel Elba.

29- The ………………… lives in the mountain.

30- Nasser ………………… is man-made.

31- People made the lake because they need ………………… .

32- Delicious gazelles don’t need ………………… .

33- The crocodile looks like a ………………… .

34- The crocodile has big ………………… .

35- Jubari went away from the crocodile because his mother ………… .  

        him stay away from dangerous animals.

36- Jubari thought the crocodile was too ………………… .

37- Jubari was brave and ………………… .

38- The ………………… is perfect for gazelles to run.

2) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Jubari was born in Wadi el Gemal.     (         )

2- Jubari wanted to find the Wadi of the Camels.   (         )

3- The first animal he met was a dugong.    (         )

4- He met a turtle, who was swimming in the sea.   (         )

5- Then he climbed down into a deep canyon.   (         )
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6- When he met a dangerous crocodile, he ran home.  (         )

7- Daffodils give gazelles food and water all year around.  (         )

8- Acacia trees need gazelles because they take their seeds to new places.                                                                                           

          (         )

9- Dugongs eat leaves from mangrove trees.    (         )

10- Turtles lay their eggs in the sand.     (         )

11- Dorcas gazelles find it easy to climb to the top of very steep    

        mountains.        (         )

12- Lake Nasser is a very big natural lake.    (         )

13- A crocodile can look like a dead tree in the water.  (         )

14- Gazelles and acacia trees are part of the ecosystem in Wadi el Gemal.                                                                                               

          (         )

15- Jubari’s mother showed him which plants to eat and where to rest on  

        hot days.         (         )

16- Jubari was not very brave.      (         )

17- Subira taught him which animals were dangerous.  (         )

18- Wadi el Gemal means Wadi of gazelles.    (         )

19- Wadi el Gemal isn’t a perfect place for gazelles.   (         )

20- The sea water is very sweet.      (         )

21- Donga is a bird.        (         )

22- The seagrass was very salty.      (         )

23- The turtle’s home is in Ras Hankorab beach.   (         )

24- Hankorab beach is not a good place for gazelles because they can’t   

        run very fast.        (         )
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25- Gebel Elba is very steep.      (         )

26- The Nubian ibex lives in Lake Nasser.                                   (         )

27- Lake Nasser is a man-made lake.                                          (         )

28- People made Lake Nasser because they needed fish.  (         )

29- Jubari found Wadi for Gazelles.     (         )

30- Jubari liked all the places he found.                                           (         )

31- The desert is perfect for the gazelles.                                        (         )

32- Jubari was brave.                                                                          (         )

33- Subira taught Jubari how to be close to predators.                   (         )

34- Subira taught Jubari how to run slowly.                                    (         )

35- Jubari was born in Wadi el Gemal in Egypt’s Eastern desert.  (         )

36- Jubari and his mother lived in Wadi el Gazelle.   (         )

Non-fiction Reader: Incredible places around the world

Exercises on story:

1) Read and write T (True) or F (False):

1- Sharm El Luli beach is one of the most beautiful beaches on the Red Sea. (         )

2- Sharm El Luli beach has blue water.     (         )

3- Divers don’t’ love going to Sharm El Luli.    (         )

4- Sharm El Luli beach is 60 kilometers South of Mars Alam. (         )

5- The Giant’s Causeway is in Southern Ireland.   (         )

6- The Giant’s Causeway is made of around 4,000 black rock columns. 

          (         )

7- The Matterhorn is the most beautiful mountain in Europe.  (         )

8- The Matterhorn is 4,748 meters tall and has the shape of a pyramid with  

     four sides.         (         )
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9- About 3,000 people climb the Matterhorn every year.  (         )

10- The islands of Hawaii are part of the USA.    (         )

11- The Canyon is called Waimea because of the red soul which makes the  

       river look red.        (         )

12- Cerro Negro is a volcano in Egypt.     (         )

13- Cerro Negro has erupted more than 20 times in the last 160 years.

          (         )

14- Cerro Negro means red hill.      (         )

15- Bibliotheca Alexandria was opened in 2017.   (         )

16- The apartments of Habitat 67 have a terrace with amazing view over  

        the city.         (         )

17- Chinese artist Ai Weiwei designed the Beijing National Stadium for the  

        2008 Olympic Games.       (         )

18- Beijing National Stadium is called Birds Nest because birds lay their      

        eggs there.        (         )

19- Institute for Sound and Vision helps disabled people.  (         )

20- Beijing National Stadium looks like a big children’s puzzle.  (         )

21- Bibliotheca Alexandria is called a Bird Nest.   (         )

22- Bibliotheca Alexandria has space for eight million books. (         )

23- Bibliotheca Alexandria is by the Red Sea.    (         )

24- Bibliotheca Alexandria has a 32-meter-high wall with writing from        

        languages through history.      (         )

25- Habitat 67 has 150 apartments that look like a big children’s puzzle.   (         )

26- Habitat 67 was built in 1967.      (         )  

27- The Institute for Sound and Vision is made of hundreds of colored      

        pieces of glass. It was opened in 2006.    (         )
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Listening texts:
Exam 1 on unit 1:

1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Nabq is a very big National Park in South Sinai. Along the coast here, there are 4.8 kilometers of 
mangrove forest, which is the largest in the Red Sea. We went there to learn why mangrove forests 
are so important for the marine ecosystem. When we arrived at the beach, we saw trees growing out 
of the sea! Most trees can't grow in salt water, but mangrove trees can.
2) Listen and answer:
An ecosystem is all the animals and plants in an area. The ecosystem can be as small as a pond or 
as big as a forest. In an ecosystem, living things such as plants and animals interact with non- living 
things such as water, rocks, and soil. The different species in an ecosystem make a community, and 
they all need each other to survive.
Exam 2 on unit 1:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Your heart beats more over 100,000 times a day! So it’s important to keep your heart healthy. When 
you walk, run, swim, or cycle, you make your heart work harder. If you exercise regularly, your heart 
works better and you can get the minerals, nutrients, and oxygen you need more easily.
2) Listen and answer:
Malak wanted to learn more about the Amazon rainforest, because a lot of people are cutting down 
the trees. The Amazon rainforest is a very important ecosystem. All the living things in the rainforest 
need each other. Custard apple trees help many animals survive. The animals take the trees seeds to 
other parts of the forest.
Exam 1 on unit 2:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Victoria Falls
This enormous waterfall is on the Zambezi River, on the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe. It’s 
1,708 meters wide and 108 meters high. Every minute, over 5 million cubic meters of water falls into 
a big canyon which the water has eroded. When the water falls, it makes a lot of noise!
2) Listen and answer:
Kamal has been to many places with his parents. They saw heavy snow in the mountains, flood in 
Sudan and amazing dust storms in the desert. He has learned a lot about extreme weather.
Exam 2 on unit 2:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Mount Kilimanjaro is made of three volcanoes, but they haven’t erupted for thousands of years. It is 
the tallest mountain in Africa. It has lots of different ecosystems and at the top there is snow and ice.
2) Listen and answer:
Reem and Ahmed are going to Luxor on holiday with their parents this year. They haven’t visited 
Luxor before and they’re very excited. They’re going to travel to Luxor from Cairo. It isn’t the first time 
they have traveled somewhere. They went to Jordan two years ago.
Exam 1 on unit 3:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Today we're going to do a science experiment. You can work in groups of three. There is a solid 
object in one box, and a container of liquid in another box. You have to study them and answer some 
questions.
2) Listen and answer:
In science class today our teacher, put some water in a pan. She heated the water until it boiled. 
Some of the water turned to steam, then we poured the water into a container, and put it in a freezer. 
The water froze and turned to ice.
Exam 2 on unit 3:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Last week, our class went on a trip to the waterfalls at Waid El Rayan. It was beautiful! There are two 
lakes there: one at the top of the waterfalls and one at the bottom. The waterfalls are 67 meters high. 
The water comes from an oasis in the desert. An oasis is a place in the desert with water.
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2) Listen and answer:
Pictures of live in ancient Egypt often show jewelry and beautiful objects made from gold! We think 
they discovered gold about 5,000 years ago. At first, they found it in rivers, then they made mines to 
get more out of the ground. Archaeologists have discovered some ancient gold mines in the Eastern 
Desert.
Exam 1 on unit 4:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
Ali is 10 years old. He lives in the 9th century. One day, He saw an inventor called Abbas Ibn Firnas. He 
was trying to fly like birds. He used wings made of wood and feathers. He flew from a top of a tower.
But he couldn't land correctly. He hurt himself. He was the first man to fly.
2) Listen and answer:
He showed the children a pair of shoes. “They don't look like normal shoes." Said Hany. "You're right," 
Grandpa replied. "Let's go outside. I'll show you what the shoes can do." Hoda and Hady followed 
Grandpa out of the house to a hill. They were very excited. They sat down and Grandpa took three 
pairs of shoes from a bag.
Exam 2 on unit 4:
1) Listen and circle the correct answer:
When you ride a bike, you use a force to get the bike to move by pushing the pedals. You also use 
force to stop the brake bike, by using the brakes. That slows down or stops the wheels. If you want to 
increase your speed, push the pedals more quickly.
You’ll need to cycle harder when you go up that hill. But remember, when you go down the hill, the 
bike is going to go faster, so you;ll need to use the brakes.
2) Listen and answer:
My name is Jana. When I grow up, I’d love to be an engineer like my uncle Wael. His job sounds 
really interesting. Engineers help make things such as skateboards! Uncle Wael says that you need to 
understand science to do this job. For example, you need to know how friction and different forces 
affect how skateboards move.
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Model answers:

Unit 1:
Exercises on vocabulary:

1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, 
or d:
1- salty 2- park 3- felt 4- protect 5- honey
6- down 7- patience 8- interact 9- survive 10-
confused 11- matter 12- trucks
13- mistake 14- kingfisher15- pollen
16- play 17- happy 18- Vitamin 19- heart
20- carbon dioxide 21- beats 22- D
23- grassland 24- oxygen 25- humans
2) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- Mangrove trees have amazing roots.
2- The forests are a safe home for many animals.
3- Most trees can’t grow in salt water.
4- Cairo is the place where I work.
5- They met a man who works in a garden.
6- Bees make special honey from the
mangrove flowers.
7- A dugong came up out of the sea.
8- Arteries move blood away from our heart.
9- We don’t use carbon dioxide like plants.
10- We get vitamin D from sunlight.

Exercises on grammar:
1) Choose the correct answer from a, b,
c, or d:
1- where 2- which 3- who 4- which 5- who
6- beautify 7- so 8- and 9- but 10- because
11- and 12- because 13- and 14- mustn’t
15- might 16- can’t 17- can’t 18- will
19- will 20- Can

Exam 1 on unit 1:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- Sinai 2- mangrove 3- marine 4- salt
2) Listen and answer:
1- An ecosystem is all the animals and

plants in an area.
2- They all need each other to survive.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- can 2- photographer 3- Custard apple 4-
ecosystem
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- sad 2- hear
B) Answer the following questions:
3- In the mangrove trees.
4- Because people cut down the trees.

5) Choose the correct answer:
1- beauty 2- patience 3- down
4- ecosystem
6) Order the words to make correct
sentences:
1- How will you help the trees grow?
2- We can play in the sunshine.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- F 4- T 
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- hot 6- daffodils

Unit 2:
Exercises on vocabulary:

1) Choose the correct answer from a, b,
c, or d:
1- noise 2- Erode 3- continent 4- mountain
5- dunes 6- wetland 7- canyon
8- paintings 9- history 10- developed
11- to 12- hurricane 13- flood 14- take
15- thunderstorm 16- lava 17- volcano 18- for
19- seeds 20- erupt 21- full
22- year 23- beautiful 24- unusual
25- location
2) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- Mount Kilimanjaro is made of three volcanoes.
2- The African continent is an amazing place.
3- Did Ahmed do his homework last week?
4- Visitors can see monkeys and birds.
5- Kamal had seen thunderstorms in Egypt.
6- Volcanoes are useful for farmland.
7- Has Hoda been to Luxor?
8- Do your research about geological feature.
9- Flood covers the land with water.

Exercises on grammar:
1) Choose the correct answer from a, b,
c, or d:
1- swam 2- played 3- did 4- Have 5- didn’t
6- grow 7- haven’t 8- already 9- for
10- have lived 11- ran 12- had
13- haven’t had 14- come 15- done
16- has told 17- have 18- Did 19- met
20- ever

Exam 1 on unit 2:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- Zambezi 2- 1,708 3- noise 4- wide
2) Listen and answer:
1- With his parents.
2- They saw heavy snow in the mountains.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- largest 2- countries 3- dunes 4- dry
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4) Read the passage and answer the
questions:

A) Choose the correct answer:
1- centuries 2- South Africa
B) Answer the following questions:
3- Language Monument is made of stone columns.
4- In South Africa and Namibia.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- has told 2- has made 3- have never sailed
4- met
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- The Sahara Desert wasn’t dry in the past.
2- Visitors can see birds and monkeys in Rwanda.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- F 4- T
B) Complete the following sentences:
1- salty 2- dangerous

Exam 2 on unit 2:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- three 2- years 3- Africa 4- snow
2) Listen and answer:
1- Reem and Ahmed are going to Luxor on holiday.
2- It isn’t the first time they have travelled
somewhere.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- holiday 2- visited 3- travel 4- went
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- volcanoes 2- Africa
B) Answer the following questions:
3- About 25,000 people climb it.
4- At the top there is snow and ice.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- have told 2- travelled 3- Have you eaten
4- have
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- The Sahara Desert wasn’t dry in the past.
2- Visitors can see birds and monkeys in Rwanda.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- F 2- T 3- F 4- T
B) Complete the following sentences:
1- salty 2- dangerous

Unit 3:
Exercises on vocabulary:

1) Choose the correct answer from a, b,
c, or d:
1- gas 2- liquid 3- fossil fuels 4- renewable

5- solid 6- gas 7- blind 8- light 9- hard
10- comfortable 11- sticky 12- rough
13- experiments14- sink 15- syringe
16- syrup 17- Mix 18- dish detergent
19- laboratory 20- coin
2) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- It is usually difficult to see a gas.
2- We grow plants for food.
3- When we freeze water it turns into ice.
4- The sun is a renewable source of energy.
5- We get raw materials from the mine.
6- Ancient Egyptians were very successful.
7- People used flax to make linen for clothes.
8- I’m sure I’ll learn a lot from you.
9- Today we’re going to do a science experiment.
10- Honey is thick and sticky.

Exercises on grammar:
1) Choose the correct answer from a, b,
c, or d:
1- look 2- saw 3- would be 4- won 5- will
6- will save 7- had 8- was 9- could
10- could 11- went 12- will
13- would work 14- will go
15- told 16- was 17- didn’t 18- would
19- had 20- could

Exam 1 on unit 3:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- experiment 2- groups 3- solid 4- answer
2) Listen and answer:
1- Some of the water turned to steam.
2- It was a science class.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- mountains 2- bones 3- digging
4- shovel
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- five 2- sink
B) Answer the following questions:
3- They’re going to do a science
experiment.
4- Because it’s a very interesting subject.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- loves 2- can 3- worked 4- liked
6) Order the words to make correct
sentences:
1- Do you need to borrow a calculator?
2- I like visiting the park.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- F 2- T 3- F 4- F
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B) Complete the following sentences:
5- lake 6- teeth

Exam 2 on unit 3:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:

1- week 2- lakes 3- 67 4- oasis
2) Listen and answer:
1- About 5,000 years ago.
2- At first, they found it in rivers.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- salt 2- resources 3- countries
4- agriculture
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- after 2- Egyptian Museum
B) Answer the following questions:
3- Twenty two.
4- They played, ate, and enjoyed themselves.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- visited 2- had 3- will come 4- was
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- How did people transport some limestone?
2- I go to the library on Mondays.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- F 2- F 3- T 4- T
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- donga 6- seagrass

Unit 4:
Exercises on vocabulary:

1) Choose the correct answer from a, b,
c, or d:
1- ride 2- push 3- faster 4- speed 5- pedals
6- brakes 7- Astronauts 8- pilot
9- skateboard 10- doctor 11- architect
12- bike 13- Science 14- Air resistance
15- Gravity 16- float 17- Engineers
18- pair 19- air 20- stadium
2) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- You are cycling too slowly now.
2- You use the brakes to stop the bike.
3- Maha is an interesting girl, isn’t she?
4- Gravity usually pulls things to the ground.
5- Grandpa was an astronaut when he was younger.
6- Air resistance helps planes to stay in the air.
7- I’d love to be an engineer when I grow up.
8- We use dish detergent to clean the dishes.
9- The heavier liquids sink to the bottom.
10- If it rains, we won’t go out.

Exercises on grammar:
1) Choose the correct answer form a, b,
c, or d:
1- isn’t it 2- aren’t they 3- isn’t it 4- are you
5- aren’t we 6- aren’t I 7- aren’t they
8- will he 9- doesn’t she 10- didn’t he
11- is 12- like 13- can she 14- did you
15- wasn’t she 16- got 17- hasn’t 18- have 19-
can’t 20- isn’t

Exam 1 on unit 4:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- 10 2- century 3- wood 4- first
2) Listen and answer:
1- A pair of shoes.
2- Out of the house.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- dart 2- vertically 3- over 4- paper
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- pulls 2- special
B) Answer the following questions:
3- To watch his favorite football team.
4- Three times.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- did 2- will 3- can’t 4- won’t
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- She has good computer skills.
2- An architect designs new buildings.
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- T 4- F
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- Lake 6- teeth

Exam 2 on unit 4:
1) Listen and choose the correct answer:
1- pushing 2- brakes 3- speed 4- down
2) Listen and answer:
1- Jana would like to be an engineer.
2- You need to understand science to do this job.
3) Read and complete the dialogue with
words from the box:
1- astronaut 2- planets 3- problems 4- float
4) Read the passage and answer the

questions:
A) Choose the correct answer:
1- in a lift 2- lotus
B) Answer the following questions:
3- It is 61 years old.
4- You can see the Nile, all of Cairo, Giza,
and Helwan. You can see the Pyramids to the
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west and Cairo airport to the east.
5) Choose the correct answer:
1- can 2- was 3- didn’t he 4- doesn’t she
6) Order the words to make correct

sentences:
1- There is no gravity in space.
2- Have you ever made a paper plane?
7) The Reader:
A) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- F 4- T
B) Complete the following sentences:
5- Lake 6- water

Fiction Reader: Jubari searches for home
Exercises on story:

1) Complete the following sentences:
1- Wadi el Gemal 2- mother 3- plants
4- rest5- Camels 6- animals 7- gazelles
8- daffodil 9- acacia 10- seeds 11- places
12- more 13- gazelles 14- quickly 15- sea
16- Donga 17- dugong 18- seagrass
19- salty 20- mangrove 21- soft
22- hooves 23- eggs 24- turtles 25- run
26- steep 27- mountain 28- climb 29- ibex
30- Lake 31- water 32- water
33- dead tree 34- teeth 35- warned
36- dangerous 37- curious 38- desert
2) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- F 3- T 4- F 5- T 6- T 7- T
8- T 9- T 10- T 11- F 12- F 13- T 14- T
15- T 16- F 17- T 18- F 19- F 20- F 21- F
22- T 23- T 24- T 25- T 26- F 27- T
28- F 29- F 30- F 31- T 32- T 33- F 34- F
35- T 36- F

Non-fiction Reader: Incredible places
around the world

Exercises on story:
1) Read and write T (True) or F (False):
1- T 2- T 3- F 4- T 5- F 6- F 7- T
8- F 9- T 10- T 11- T 12- F 13- T 14- F
15- F 16- T 17- T 18- F 19- F 20- F 21- F
22- T 23- F 24- T 25- F 26- T 27- T
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Unit 1 

1- Listen and choose the correct answers: 

1- Mangrove trees help the ………………………… in many ways. 

a)beach                  b)country              c)environment                d)village 

 

2- Mangrove trees protect the non-living things and the living things in the 

…………………….. ecosystem. 

a)marine                 b)river                    c)mountain                   d)desert  

 

3- The deep ………………………. stop the sand washing away. 

a)leaves                   b)roots               c)branches                    d)seeds 

 

4- The forests are safe ……………………… for many animals. 

a)house                     b)village                  c)cave                          d)home  

 

************************************************ 

2- Listen and choose the correct answers: 

1- ………………………… moves blood away from our heart. 

a)Veins                       b)Arteries         c)Nutrients                 d)Oxygen 

 

2- The nutrients and oxygen that we need are in our…………………………. 

a)plants                 b)blood                 c)stomach                 d)brain  

 

3- We don’t use ………………………like plants. 

a)oxygen       b)carbon dioxide                  c)nutrients                 d)food 

 

4- We get vitamin D from ………………………. 

a)food              b)oxygen               c)carbon dioxide                d)sunlight  
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3- Listen and choose the correct answers: 

1- An ……………………is all the animals and plants in an area. 

a)rain forest         b)species                 b)ecosystem        c)living things  

 

2- In an ecosystem, ……………………………..such as plants and animals interact with 

non-living things.  

a)species            b)living things      c)non-living things              d)survive 

 

3- Non-living things such as water, rocks and …………………….. 

a)insects               b)soil                  c)plants                  d)animals 

 

4- The different species need each other to …………………….. 

a)eat                    b)play                       c)survive                   d)die 

 

************************************* 

4 – Listen and answer the following question : 

1- Where did sara and her mom go? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- What was her favorite thing at the park? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

************************************ 

5- Listen and answer the following questions: 

1- When does Heba get up in the morning? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2- What does Heba do after coming back from school? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

******************************** 

6- Listen and answer the following questions: 

1- What is the Nabq? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2- Why did we go there? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

***************************************** 

7- Read and complete the text : 

(ecosystem – survive – living things – trees) 

Malak wanted to learn more about the Amazon rainforest because a lot of people 

cutting down the ……………………… . The Amazon rain forest is a very important 

……………………….. . All the ……………………………in the rainforest need each other. Malak 

wanted to show people how all the parts of the forest ecosystem interact. 

******************************* 

8- Read and complete the text : 

(Exercise – relax – fish – swim) 

Eat healthy food like fruit, vegetables, and …………………….. . Play sports with your 

friends. ………………………regularly in the gym or outside. Keep moving, walk , run 

,………………. or ride your bike. Take some times to relax and be quiet. 

************************** 

9- Read and complete the text: 

(worried – cut down – bees - mangrove) 

The kingfisher visited her friend, the lizard in a …………………………tree. The lizard 

was sad. She explained that when the people came to the mangrove forest, 

they……………………….the trees. After that, it was difficult for the lizard to find 

food to eat. Dugong told his friend the kingfisher and the lizard that the people 

were back. They could hear trucks and people shouting. The animals were 

………………………. . 

   ************************************** 

Read the text and answer the following question: 

Most trees can’t grow in salt water, but mangrove trees can. They have amazing 

roots which grow high out of the water. These roots help them get oxygen. The 

trees’ leaves are very thick. These special leaves stop the plants losing water when 
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it’s very hot. Mangrove trees help the environment in many ways. Mangrove trees 

protect the non-living things and the living things in the marine ecosystem. When 

there are storms, their deep roots stop the sand washing away. The forests are also 

safe home for many animals. 

(A) Choose the correct answers: 

1- Most trees can’t grow in (fresh – salt – clean) water. 

2- The roots of mangrove trees help them get (oxygen – carbon dioxide – smoke) 

(B) Answer the following questions: 

3- Where do the roots of mangrove trees grow? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- How do mangrove trees help the environment? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

********************************************* 

Read the text and answer the following questions: 

There are many deserts in the world and they are all dry. The weather there 

is usually very hot. In some deserts, there are a lot of rocks and in other there are 

a lot of sand. In the sand deserts, wind forms sand hills. The plants and animals 

that live in the desert do not need much water. Desert animals can live for a long 

time without drinking. They sometimes get water from plants. The leaves of 

desert plants are often very small. This helps the plants to keep water inside them. 

(A) Choose the correct answers: 

1- Desert are usually (wet – rainy – dry) 

2- Desert animals sometimes get water from (sand – rocks – plants) 

(B) Answer the following questions: 

1- What does the underline word “they” refer to? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- What is the weather like in desert? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

********************************************* 
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Read the text and answer the following questions: 

     It was another long, hot day in the grassland. Cub was with his mother and he 

lay in the sunshine. But his mother looked worried because there wasn’t rain. She 

hoped it would rain soon. If it doesn’t rain, the grass won’t grow. Then they will be 

hungry. If the grass doesn’t grow. The rabbits don’t have any food. But it rained 

and Cub was happy again. 

(A) Choose the correct answers: 

1- Cub was with his (father – sister – mother – brother). 

2- Cub’s mother looked (happy – excited – sad – worried) because there wasn’t rain. 

(B) Answer the following questions: 

1- What will happen if it doesn’t rain? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- How did Mother feel at the start of the story? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

**************************************** 

Choose the correct answer:  

1- We learned a lot about the area (whose – who – where – which) they live. 

2- I have another cousin (what – which – where – who) lives near a wadi. 

3- A wadi is an ecosystem (where – which – who – what) is normally dry. 

4- They live close to a mountain (who – which – where – when) is called Mount Sinai. 

5- These are the boys(where – who – when – which)are good at science. 

6- Fares doesn’t want to wait because he isn’t a (patience – patient – success – 

successful) person. 

7- There is so much (beautiful – beauty – success – successful) in the Amazon 

rainforest. 

8- My granddad doesn’t have the (patience – patient – beauty – beautiful) to learn 

about computer. 

9- Malak’s exhibition was a great (success – successful – lucky – beautiful). 

10- They weren’t (luck – lucky – beauty – success) that day. They didn’t see any 

wild animals. 
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11- Nadine goes to the pool (because – so – but – and) she loves to swim.  

12- Waleed likes fish, (but – so – and – because) he doesn’t like lamb. 

13- Lara wants to keep her heart healthy, (because – so – and – but) she does 

exercise. 

14- Wael and Shady went to the park (so – but – because – and) they played tennis. 

15- I don’t play basketball, (because – but – so – and) I play volleyball. 

*********************************************** 

Rearrange the words to make correct sentences: 

1- like – I – trees – mangrove. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- likes – but – Weal – doesn’t like – fish, - lamb – he. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3- the – help – Mangrove – environment – trees. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

4- can’t – Most trees – salt – in – grow – water. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

5- do – each – How – animals – help – other? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

6- buzzing – animals – sound – a – heard – The. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

7- away – heart – from – Arteries – our – move blood. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

8- vitamin D – sunlight – We – from – get.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  
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9- boy – Saleem – healthy – is – a . 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

10 – food – Chicken – are – beans – and – healthy.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

*************************************************** 

Write a paragraph of FIFTY (50) words about  

(Ecosystems) 

Guiding words: 

 (kinds – living things – non-living things – interact – survive) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………….. 

*************************************** 
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Scripts 

1- Mangrove trees help the environment in many ways. Mangrove trees 

protect the non-living things and the living things in the marine ecosystem. 

When there are storms, their deep roots stop the sand washing away. The 

forests are also a safe home for many animals. 

 

2- Our veins and arteries carry blood around our bodies. Arteries move blood 

away from our heart. Veins carry blood to it. The nutrients and oxygen 

that we need are in our blood. But we don’t use carbon dioxide like plants 

do. Humans need sunlight, too. We can’t make our own food, but we get 

vitamin D from sunlight. 

 

 

3- An ecosystem is all the animals and plants in an area. The ecosystem can 

be as small as a pond or as big as a forest. In an ecosystem, living things 

such as plants and animals interact with non-living things such as water, 

rocks and soil. The difference species in an ecosystem make a community, 

and they all need each other to survive. 

 

4- Sara went to the park with her mum. She liked playing hide and seek with 

other children. Her favorite thing at the park was to go down the slide. 

She also liked her mum to help her on the swing. 

 

 

5- My name is Heba. Today, I will tell you about my daily routine. I get up 

early in the morning at 6 o’clock. After that, I get ready for school. I go 

to school by the school bus. After coming back from school, I change my 

clothes, wash my hands and have my lunch. Next, I do my homework. I 

play in the evening. Finally, I go to sleep at 10 pm. 
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6- Nabq is a very big national park in South Sinai. Along the coast here, 

there are 4.8 kilometers of mangrove forest, which is the largest in the 

Red Sea. We went there to learn why mangrove forests are so important 

for the marine ecosystem. 

Model Answer 

1- Listen and choose  

1. environment               1. arteries                  1. ecosystem 

2. marine                     2. Blood                     2. living things                                      

3. roots                      3. carbon dioxide           3. soil                          

4. home                      4. sunlight                   4. survive     

                           

************************************ 

2- Listen and answer: 

1. They went to the park. 

2. Her favorite thing at the park was to go down the slide. 

************ 

1. She gets up early in the morning at 6 o’clock. 

2. She changes her clothes, washes her hands and she eats her lunch. 

************* 

1. Nabq is a very big National Park in South Sinai. 

2. We went there to learn why mangrove forests are so important for the 

marine ecosystem. 

************ 

Read and complete: 

1. trees                  1. fish                   1. Mangrove 

2. ecosystem            2. Exercise                2.cut down 

3. living things          3. swim                     3.worried 

********************* 
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Read the text and answer: 

1. salt  

2. oxygen 

3. They grow high out of the water. 

4. Mangrove trees protect the non-living things and living things in the 

marine ecosystem. When there are storm, their deep roots stop the sand 

washing away. 

*********************** 

Read the text and answer: 

1. dry 

2. plants  

3. “they” refers to desert animals. 

4. The weather there is usually very hot. 

********************** 

Read the text and answer: 

1. mother 

2. worried  

3. The grass won’t grow. Then they will be hungry. 

4. She felt worried. 

************************ 

Choose the correct answer:- 

1. where 

2. who 

3. where 

4. which 

5. who 

6. patient 

7. beauty 

8. patience 

9. success 
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10. lucky 

11. because 

12. but  

13. so 

14. and 

15. but 

********************************* 

Rearrange the following sentences: 

1- I like mangrove trees. 

2- Wael doesn’t like fish but he likes lamb. 

3- Mangrove trees help the environment. 

4- Most trees can’t grow in salt water. 

5- How do animals help each other? 

6- The animals heard a buzzing sound. 

7- Arteries move blood away from our heart. 

8- We get vitamin D from sunlight. 

9- Saleem is a healthy boy. 

10- Chicken and beans are healthy food. 

Unit 2 

Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

 1. Rwanda is a country in …………………… 

a. Africa           b. Asia                c. Australia          d. Europe      

2. Visitors to Rwanda can have an amazing rainforest ………………  

a. study            b. adventure           c. text             d. project  

3. The bridge is in the highest part of the ………………….. 

 a. sky              b. island               c. ground           d. trees 

4. The visitors can see …………….. and birds. 

 a. monkeys         b. ants                c. cats              d. dogs 
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     Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

 1. Jane is from …………………… 

a. Canada         b. America           c. Australia          d. China    

2. Jane is ……………… years old. 

a. 6                b. 10                c. 5                   d. 7 

3. She lives with her ………………….. 

 a. mom           b. friends            c. granny            d. family 

4. Her father plays ……………..  

 a. football       b. volleyball         c. tennis             d. basketball 

    Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

1. Mount Kilimanjaro is made of ………………. volcanoes.  

a. two         b. three              c. four           d. one 

2. It is the ……………… mountain in Africa. 

   a. youngest    b. longest            c. smallest       d. tallest  

3. They haven't erupted for ………………………. of years.  

a. tens        b. thousands         c. hundreds      d. millions 

4. People climb it, but it is ………………………… 

a. bad               b. easy              c. difficult          d. wrong 

  Listen and answer the questions. 

1- How does Ahmed go to school? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- Where does Ahmed live?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Listen and answer the questions. 

1. When does Mona visit her grandmother? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What does Mona do to help her grandmother?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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  Listen and answer the questions. 

1.Where did Dina go last week? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2.Which sport did Dina play?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

     Read and complete from the box. 

                (world –    man- made   – incredible- valley - things) 

     The people in Africa have made many …………… things. Some of the …………….   

wonders are in Egypt. The pyramids of Giza and the  ………… of the kings. People 

came all over the ………………….. to visit these places. 

 

Read and complete from the box. 

                (canyon – natural – waterfall – Zambezi River - noise) 

      Africa has some of the most famous …………………..wonders in the world. Victoria 

Falls is on the ……………. Every minute, over 5 million cubic meters of waterfalls into a 

big ………………,when the water falls ,it makes a lot of ………………………….. 

  

Read and complete from the box. 

                (hurricane – storm-chasers – excited – photos – dust storms) 

    Kamal's parents are …………………. They travel to places to study extreme 

weather. This was the first time that Kamal saw a ……………… Kamal wasn’t 

frightened, he was very ……….….. . He has seen amazing …….……..in the desert. Kamal 

took some wonderful photos.  

Read the following text and answer the questions below .  

        Volcanoes look like mountains. Volcanoes can be called Fire Mountains. There 

are a lot of volcanoes in the world. Some are sleeping and some are awake. When 

the volcano is awake we say the volcano is active. This means hot rocks come out of 

the top. This can happen fast or slowly. When the rock is very hot, it is called lava. 

This rock or lava moves like slow water. It can burn trees, forests and even 

houses. Scientists try to study volcanoes to know when a volcano erupts. This is 

important to help people be safe. 
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 A. Answer the following questions : 

 1. What do volcanoes look like? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. What is the lava? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

      B. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d .  

3. Volcanoes can be called …………………. mountains.  

   a. fire           b. cool             c. buyer           d. wire 

4. Scientists try to know when a volcano…………………….  

   a. travels       b. erupts      c. melts     d. wire        d. dies 

.  

Read the following and answer the questions below .  

       Sherif wanted to be an engineer when he was 10 years old. He always watched 

TV programs about robots, and he loved making things. When he was 13, he started 

helping a robot design company online. He did his school work in the day and in the 

evening he worked on his robot projects. This experience helped him to start his 

own company. He said that the science and math lessons at school helped him to 

learn how to solve problems. He also found English very useful. He is now learning 

Japanese so he can talk to people in Japan  

. A. Answer the following questions:  

1. What helped Sherif to solve problems? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

2. What did Sherif watch on TV?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d : 

 3. Sherif worked for a……………. online after he finished his school work.  

     a. school           b. company         c. office            d. hospital 

4. Sherif is now learning Japanese, so he can talk to people in ……………….. 

        a. Egypt             b. Italy           c. Japan           d. China 
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Read the following and answer the questions below .  

   Last week, our class went on a trip to the waterfalls at Wadi El Rayan. It was 

beautiful! There are two lakes there: one at the top of the waterfalls and one at the 

bottom. The waterfalls are 67 meters high, so the sound of water falling is very loud. 

We couldn't hear our teacher talking very well! We learned that the water comes 

from an oasis in the desert. An oasis is a place in the desert with water. The water 

travels eight kilometers from the oasis to the lake through a tunnel. Our teacher also 

told us that there are a lot of different birds living there. We saw some of the birds 

and favorite was my flamingo. 

 A. Answer the following questions:  

 1. What is an oasis?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. How long does water travel from the oasis to the lake? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

B. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d : 

 3. The trip was to the ………………. at Wadi El Rayan. 

     a. mountains        b. waterfalls         c. sand          d. volcano 

4. Flamingo is a ……………….. 

        a. bird           b. cat                 c. dog                d. lion 

 

  Choose the correct answer:  

1. They (played– plays – are playing- play) football in the garden yesterday. 

2. Ken (didn’t- don’t-doesn’t- isn’t) get up early for school yesterday.  

3. My mum (cooked – cook – cooking- cooks) spaghetti two days ago.  

4. My brother (study– studies– studied - studying) French three hours ago.  

5.  He didn’t (going – go –goes- went) to Alex last summer.  

6. Maria (visit – visits – visited- visiting) her grandparents last Sunday.  

7. Did he tidy his room? No, he (doesn't – didn't – don't). 

8. Did you stay at hotel last weekend? Yes, I (do- did –didn’t- does). 

9. We have (learn- learns- learning- learned) a lot about history in the school.   

10. Sally has just (bought - buying –buys - buy) a new dress. 

11. Have you (see - seen- saw- seeing) a strange bird before? – No, I haven’t. 

12. He's just (climbing-climbed-climb-climbs) the top of Mount Everest. 
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13. (Has-Have-Are-Did) she ever travelled to London? – Yes, she has. 

14. They (has-have-didn't-doesn’t) flown from England to France. 

15. I (studying – studies – have studied – study) English for many years. 

Rearrange the words to form correct sentences:  

1- traveled– We – have– many– to – countries. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………… 

2- can't – I – climb – mountain – that. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………… 

3- over– When – she – did – fly – beautiful- the -city. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

4- like – looked – a silver – The Nile – ribbon. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

5- They – in – a big – flew –plane – the USA – to. 

…………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………….  

6- see– Visitors – birds – and– can – monkeys. 

…………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………..  

7- saw– lots of – in– I -sky- the – balloons. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………..  

8- send – you – Why – some – don’t – photos. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………….. 

9- There – a flood – was – Sudan – in. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………..  

10- haven’t – We – seen – him – for – time – along. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………..  
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Write six sentences about                

                            "what did you do yesterday" 

Guiding words (watched – TV - studied – sister – cooked – mother) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Model answers 

Listening 

Listen and choose the correct answer:  

    Rwanda is a country in Africa. Visitors to Rwanda can have an amazing 

rainforest adventure on the Canopy Walk in Nyungwe National Park. The bridge is 

in the highest part of the trees, so visitors can see monkeys and birds. 
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Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.  

Hello! I'm Jane. I'm ten years old. I'm from Canada. I live with family. We are a 

big and healthy family. We all love sports. My father plays football. My mother 

likes swimming. We go to the club every week. We have great time there.  

Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.  

Mount Kilimanjaro is made of three volcanoes, but they haven't erupted for 

thousands of years. It is the tallest mountain in Africa. People climb it, but it is 

difficult. It has lots of different ecosystems. It starts in the hot grassland.  

Listen and answer the questions:  

    Ahmed is a student in a language school. He lives in 6 October city. Ahmed 

goes to school with his sister Salma. They go to school by car. Ahmed likes the 

school but Salma doesn’t. She hates waking up early, so her mother gives her 

sweets and candy every day. Ahmed likes science and he wants to be a doctor 

when he grows up.      

Listen and answer the questions:  

     Mona is a good girl. She studies her lessons well. Mona visits her 

grandmother on Friday. Mona helps her grandmother in the kitchen. She washes 

the dishes. Mona also helps her grandfather in the garden. She can plant the 

seeds and she picks up the weeds. All the family loves her. 

Listen and answer the questions:  

    Dina is a healthy girl. She likes to be fit, so she eats healthy food. She likes 

to eat fruits and vegetables. She likes all sports, but her favorite sport is tennis. 

Last week, Dina went to the sports center. She played tennis with her brother. 

She met her friend Sandy. They had wonderful time together. 

Listen and choose  

1- Africa        2- adventure        3- trees       4- monkeys 

Listen and choose  

1- Canada           2- 10             3- family          4- football 
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Listen and choose  

1- three          2- tallest           3- thousands        4- difficult 

Listen and answer  

1- Ahmed goes to school by car. 

2- He lives in 6 October city. 

Listen and answer  

1- Mona visits her grandmother on Friday. 

2- Mona helps her grandmother in the kitchen. She washes the dishes. 

Listen and answer  

1- Dina went to the sports center.  

2- She played tennis with her brother. 

Read and complete from the box. 

1- incredible      2- man – made      3- valley       4- world 

Read and complete from the box. 

1- natural         2- Zambezi River    3- canyon       4- noise 

Read and complete from the box. 

      1- storm-chasers      2- hurricane      3- excited      4- dust storms 

Read and answer 

1- Volcanoes look like mountains.  

2- When the rock is very hot, it is called lava. 

3- a. fire 

4- b. erupts       

Read and answer 

1- The science and math lessons at school helped him.  

2- He watched TV programs about robots, and he loved making things. 

3- b. company    

3- c. Japan  
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Read and answer 

1- An oasis is a place in the desert with water. 

2- The water travels eight kilometers from the oasis to the lake through a tunnel. 

3- b . waterfalls 

4- a . bird 

Choose the correct answer:  

      1- played      2- didn’t     3- cooked      4- studied      5- go              

6- visited   7- didn't        8- did    9 – learned     10- bought    

   11- seen    12 –climbed         13- Has        14- have    

   15- have studied 

Rearrange the words to form correct sentences 

1- We have travelled to many countries. 

2- I can't climb that mountain. 

3- When did she fly over the beautiful city? 

4- The Nile looked like a silver ribbon. 

5- They flew in a big plane to the USA. 

6- Visitors can see birds and monkeys. 

7- I saw lots of balloons in the sky. 

8- Why don’t you send some photos? 

9- There was a flood in Sudan. 

10- We haven’t seen him for along time. 

Unit 3 

Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

1. Coal is a ……………………object 

a. gas            b. solid            c. liquid           d. food 

2. Let’s take a………… when we go to a mountain. 

a. study            b. map           c. axe             d. shovel 
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3. The children decide to look for …………..…bones 

a. goat             b. cat             c. dinosaur           d. gazelle 

4. A mine is place where we get ……………... materials. 

a. yellow           b. stew             c. flow           d. raw 

Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

1. Copper was important …………………… 

a. fiber         b. plastic            c. metal          d. tissue 

2. Mona is my ………………. 

a. uncle         b. sister             c. cousin         d. brother. 

3. people used ……………… to build houses. 

a. mud          b. gold               c. coal            d. smoke 

4. Her father works at the  …………….. 

a. factory          b. school         c. team          d. museum 

Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

1. Egyptian use ………………. To make medicine. 

a. honey         b. sugar              c. fiber            d. desert 

2. It was very ………………. 

a. cheap         b. expensive         c. small             d. little 

3.There are ………………………. Lakes in Wadi El Ryan. 

a. two            b. three             c. four              d. five 

4 . The water falls are 67 meter ………… 

a. high           b. long               c. difficult          d. short 

Listen and answer the questions. 

1.What is Ali good at? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2.What is his mother job? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…. 

Listen and answer the questions. 

1.Who is Lara? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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2.When did she visit her cousin? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Listen and answer the questions. 

1.Where did Dina go last week? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2.Which sport did Dina play? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Read and complete from the box. 

(wood  _ plants _ stone –  Natural resources) 

……………… are things we can use from nature, like wood and soil. We use them to 

make the things we need. For example, we use …………. to make tables,………..to build 

houses, and ……………for food. 

 

Read and complete from the box. 

(ice – gas – liquid - boil _ state) 

Some solids, liquids, and gases can change from one ……………..to another. If you 

……………….. liquid water, it turns to steam which is a ….................. . If you freeze 

liquid water, it turns to ………... which is a solid. When ice melts, it becomes a ……… 

again!" 

Read and complete from the box. 

(gases - flow – Sloid – photos – fixed - move) 

…………………has a fixed shape. You can't usually see……………., although some have a 

pale color. Gases move and change shape. Liquids don't have a ……………shape. You 

can't pick up a liquid which isn't in a container. Liquids can………………. for example, 

you can pour water into a cup. 

Answer the questions below. 

     People kept bees to make honey in Ancient Egypt over 4,500 years ago. Honey 

was an expensive but important natural resource. Everyone liked it because you 
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could use it for many different things. People used it to make food and it tastes 

sweet. They used it as a medicine, too. If you cut yourself, you could put honey 

on the cut. People made long round houses out of clay for the bees. Then they put 

the clay bee houses, called hives, on top of each other in the shape of a pyramid. 

Every few months, they moved the hives along the Nile in boats so that the bees 

could find new flowers. 

A. Answer the following questions: 

1.When did people keep bees to make honey in Egypt? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

2.Why did everyone like honey in the past? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………. 

B. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

3.The houses for bee are called………………….. 

a. knives            b. lives              c. hives            d. hooves 

4.They moved hives on boats every month so bees can find ………………. 

a. flowers          b. leaves            c. bananas          d. animals 

 

Read the following and answer the questions below. 

       Many big cats live in Africa. One of them is leopard. Leopards are Famous 

for the black spots on their yellow coats. The cub spend a lot of time in trees. 

They also hunt by jumping from trees onto other animals. When they are young, 

they When cubs are born, their mother finds a safe tree to hide them. She 

protects them from dangerous animals like lions. But sometimes she goes away 

for a long time to hunt for food. When she goes away, she knows her cubs will 

learn about life and grow strong climb. Mother returns she always bring food 

.But the cubs can't stay with their mother forever. When they are just a year 

old, they are as big as she is. When she hunts, they go with her to catch and 

learn. Then, when they are about eighteen months old, the cubs leave their 

mother. Leopards are good teachers, and the cubs have learned how to survive 

alone. 
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Answer the following questions: 

1.What is the leopard famous for?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. When do cubs go with mother for hunting? 

…………………………………………………………………………………......................................................... 

Choose the correct answer from between the brackets: 

3. When the cub is born ……………………….. . 

a- it is hidden in a tree.                                             b- it hunts with its mother.     

c- it plays with lions.                                                  d- it plays. 

4. At eighteen months old, the cub ……………… its mother. 

a- leaves.               b- protects.                   c- eats               d. finds 

 

Read the following and answer the questions below . 

     Henry ford was the first person who built cars which were cheap, strong and 

fast. He was able to sell millions of models because he "Mass-Produced" them, 

this means he made many cars of exactly the same type. Ford's father hoped 

that his son would become a farmer, but the young man didn't like the idea and 

he went to Detroit where he worked as a mechanic. By the age of29, in 1892, he 

had built his first car. However, the first "Mass-Produced" Carin the world, the 

famous model didn't appear until 1908, five years after Ford had started his 

great Motor Company. This car proved to be so popular that it remained 

unchanged for twenty years. 

A-Answer the following questions: 

1-Who is Henry Ford? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-What kind of work did Henry Ford do in Detroit? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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B-Choose the correct answer: 

3-Ford's father hoped that his son would become ……………… 

a) a mechanic            b) a doctor            c) a farmer     d) lawyer 

4-Henry ford was able to sell millions of models because he made…………… 

a) some cars       b) many cars       c) a few cars.         d) no cars 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1.Fares said that he (go _ went _  gone _ going) to the sports center on Tuesdays. 

2.Magdy said he (can _could _ be _ am) play the guitar. 

3. Tarek said he (am _ is _are _ was) going to watch a movie. 

 4. My mother (did – does – do - done) her housework three hours ago. 

5. If I had million LE, I (buy _ would buy _ buying _ bought) a chocolate factory. 

6. If we see a fire, my parents (call _ will call _ calling _ would call) the fire 

service. 

7. She is sick but If she came to the party, I (are - am -would be -will be) 

happy. 

8. If my family goes to the park, l (tell _ tells _ will tell _ telling) you. 

9.Have you ever (are - been- be – is) to France before? – No, I haven’t. 

10.He's just (opening- opened- opens _ open) the door. 

11.If my grandpa (don’t _ didn’t _ doesn’t _ aren’t) live on a farm, he wouldn’t 

grow beans. 

12. If you put a stone on water, it (sink – sinks – have sank – sinking).  

13.If it (rain _rains _ rained _ raining) tomorrow, I will take my umbrella. 
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14.If the cat dies, Alex (are – is - am -will) be upset. 

15.  They (has-have-did-does) flown from England to France many times. 

Rearrange the words to form correct sentences: 

1.birds – There – are– a lot of – big - lake _ in _ the. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Why _ come _ you_ with _didn’t _ us? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

3. know – How – you – did – this object? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……… 

4. water - liquid – a –is – The. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. We – an –do – going –experiment – are – to. 

…………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………. 

6. stone - you –  a  – When  – put  – in - goes down -it  -water. 

…………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………. 

7. my - friends - with – in– I - swim- the – lake. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………… 

  8. to – you – Why – come – don’t – museum – the. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………….. 

9. We –fossil – such as – fuels - burn - coal. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………….. 

10. study – need   – well – to– We. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 

11. pour - can - liquid - into - can  – a cup – You.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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12. have - I - seen - before - never – him.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

Write six sentences about "what did you do at school trip " 

Guiding words: (went – saw - played – my friends – photos _ teacher) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………. 

Model answers 

Listening 

Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

Coal is a solid object so let’s take a shovel and dig in the mountain. The children 

decide to look for dinosaur bones and they learn that mine is a place where we 

get raw materials. 

Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

Copper was important metal, Mona she is my cousin. She said that the people used 

mud to build houses and her father works at the museum.  
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Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d . 

 Ancient Egyptian use honey to make medicine. It was very expensive. The 

teacher told us. There are two Lakes in Wadi El Ryan. The water falls are 67 

meter high. 

Listen and answer the questions: 

Ali is a student school. Ali goes to school with his mother. They go to school by 

bus. He is good at English, but he doesn’t like Maths, so his mother helps him. She 

works as a science teacher.  

Listen and answer the questions: 

Lara is a blind girl. She can’t see. Lara visited her cousin last week. She knows 

things by touching them and smell. She is very clever. 

Listen and answer the questions: 

Dina is a healthy girl. She likes to be fit, so she eats healthy food. She likes to 

eat chicken. She likes sports, but her favorite sport is basketball. Last week, Dina 

went to the park. She played basketball with her friend Sarah. They had great 

day. 

 

Listen and choose 

1- solid        2- shovel        3- dinosaur       4- raw 

Listen and choose 

1- metal           2- cousin             3- mud          4- museum 

Listen and choose 

1- honey          2- expensive           3- two        4- high 

Listen and answer 

1- Ali is good at English. 

2- She is a science teacher. 

Listen and answer 

She is a blind girl. 

2-She visited her cousin last week. 

Listen and answer 

1- Dina went to the park. 

2- She played basketball with her friend. 
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Read and complete from the box. 

1-natural resources      2- wood      3- stone      4- plants 

Read and complete from the box. 

1- state         2- boil    3- gas     4- ice       5-liquid 

Read and complete from the box. 

1- solid      2- gases      3- fixed      4- flow 

Read and answer 

1- People kept honey over4,5000 years ago. 

2-Because they used it for different uses it has a good taste and used it as 

medicine. 

3- b. hives 

4- a. flowers 

Read and answer 

1-It is famous for the black spots on their yellow coat. 

2- When the cub is one year old. 

3- b. it is hidden in trees.  

4-a. leaves. 

 

Read and answer    

1-He is the first person who built cars which are cheap, strong and fast. 

2-He worked as mechanic.  

3-c. a farmer 

4-b. many cars 

Choose the correct answer 

1- went      2- could     3- was      4- did      5- would buy      6- will call 

7- would be        8- will tell         9 – been      10- opened   11- didn’t   

 12-sinks –   13- rains     14- will     15- have   

Rearrange the words to form correct sentences 

1 -There are a lot of big birds in the lake. 

2- Why didn’t you come with us? 
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3- How did you know this object? 

4-The water is a liquid. 

5-We are going to do an experiment. 

6-When you put a stone in water, it goes down. 

7-I swim in the lake with my friends. 

8-Why don’t you come to the museum? 

9-We burn fossil fuels such as coal. 

      10-We need to study them well.  

11-You can pour liquid into a cup. 

12- I have never seen him before. 

 

*************************************************** 

The Reader 

Put T true or F false in the following sentences: 

1. Jubari was born in Wadi El Gazelles.                                                 (         ) 

2. For his first year of life, Jubari followed his father.                        (         ) 

3. Jubari was very brave and curious.                                                    (         )        

4. Subira taught him how to stay away from predators.                        (         ) 

5. Wadi el Gemal means Wadi of Camels.                                               (         )  

6. Wadi el Gemal isn’t the perfect place for gazelles.                            (         ) 

7. The leaves of the acacia tree give gazelles food and water.               (         ) 

8. Jubari could drink the sea water.                                                       (         ) 

9. Jubari couldn’t run fast in soft sand.                                                  (         ) 

10. The mountain was very steep, and Jubari couldn’t climb it.               (        ) 

11. Lake Nasser is a natural resource of water.                                     (         ) 

12. Jubari ran away from the crocodile.                                                 (         ) 

13. Subira was happy that her son agreed with her                                (         ) 

 

Complete the sentences: 

1- Jubari is the dorcas …………………….. 

2- Subira taught him how to stay away from……..……….. 

3- The …………….……..… tree is gazelles' favorite food. 
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4- The water of the sea was very …………….that Jubari can't drink. 

5- Donga is a ………………. 

6- A hoof is the hard ……………………of an animal.  

7- The dead tree in water moved. It wasn’t a tree it was a ……………. . 

8- Jubari knew that crocodile is dangerous from his…………….... 

9- The beach was too ……………, so Jubari couldn’t run fast. 

10- Jubari …………………….with his mother at the end. 

 

 

The Reader 

True or false  

      1. F         2.F      3.  T           4. T         5. F          6. F            

7. T      8. F        9. T               10. T       11.F      12.T      

13. T 

Complete  

1. gazelle 

2. Predators 

3. acacia  

4. salty 

5. dugong  

6. feet  

7. crocodile 

8. teeth 

9. sandy 

10. agreed 

****************************** 
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*Choose the correct answer: - 

They weren’t (lucky-patience-success-luck) that day. They didn’t meet 

the famous scientist. 

2-An (survive-ecosystem-rainforest) is all the animals and plants in an 

area. 

3- Can we (catches-caught-catching-catch) a rabbit to eat? 

4-Deserts are usually(wet-dry-rainy). 

5- That’s my sister Hager(who-when-which-where) always gets high 

marks. 

6- She needs(helpful-beautiful-help-luck) to carry the heavy bag. 

7-Deserts are always (wet-rainy-dry). 

8-Grasslands area an (ecosystem-organ-island-ocean) where not many 

trees grow. 

9-Desert animals sometimes get water from ( sand-rocks-plants). 

 

*Correct these sentences. 

1- This is ………….(where) is expensive. 

2- He was happy………..(so) he won the prize. 

3-Dina has a friend……..(where) lives in Siwa. 

4-Nadine goes to the pool……(and) she loves to swim. 

5-Fish, chicken,…………….(but) beans are all healthy food. 

6- We …….(can) try to protect the coral reefs . 

 

General Exercises 

On unit 1 
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*Rearrange the following sentences: - 

1- away-Arteries-from-move-hearts-our-blood 

  ……………………………………………….. 

2- mountain-to -They- close-a-live. 

  ………………………………………………… 

3-your-How-beat-does-often-heart? 

   …………………………………………………. 

4-for-dangerous-Global warming-the Earth-is 

   …………………………………………………….. 

 

* Complete the sentences with the correct form Using: -  

                               (so-but-because-and) 

 

1- He eats healthy food ………… he is  strong. 

2- They didn’t win ………………they didn’t practice well. 

3- Sami and Mazen went to the park………..they played football. 

4- My cat was hungry ……………it ate the fish. 

5- Hazem feels tired………he didn’t sleep well yesterday. 

 

*Complete the sentences with the correct form:- 

 

1- Mayar can’t…………….(plays) the piano slowly. 

2- You must ……………..(been) quiet at the library. 

3- You…………(must) eat lot of sweets. 

4- I’m looking for my phone .I can’t …………(found) it 

*Punctuate the following sentences: - 
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1-the mangrove forest is along the red sea coast 

……………………………………………………… 

2- mom bought carrots tomatoes potatoes and beans 

 ……………………………………………………… 

3-his sister amira plays tennis 

  ……………………………………………………… 

4-How do tamer and his family stay healthy 

…………………………………………………….. 

 

*Write a paragraph about (40-60) words about: -  

An ecosystem you choose 

Ideas to help you: 

*What is the ecosystem? 

*What living things that live there? 

*What non-living things live there? 

*How do they interact with each other? 

 

                        …………………………………………. 

           ……………………………………………………………. 

          ……………………………………………………………… 

          ……………………………………………………………… 

          ………………………………………………………………… 

         …………………………………………………………………. 

        ………………………………………………………………….. 
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*Choose the correct answer: - 

1-The (Canyon-waterfall-volcano) sends out smoke and fire. 

2-Has he (clean-cleaning-cleaned) his room? 

3-Kamal’s parents (travel-travels-have travelled) to many different 

countries. 

4-She (has bought-have bought-bought) a new mobile last week. 

5-A crater is a large ,round hole in the middle of a (river-cave-forest-

volcano). 

6-(football player-Storm-chasers-pilots) travels to places where a 

hurricane is forecast. 

7-Tarek (was- has been-is being-is) to London three times. 

8-A crater is a large, round hole in the middle of a (river-cave-forest-

volcano). 

*Rearrange the following sentences: - 

1-Contient-The-an amazing-African-place-is 

   ……………………………………………. 

2- already-I-this story-you-have-told. 

   ……………………………………………. 

3- veins-hot-is-Desert-The -Sahara.  

    …………………………………………… 

4-animals-Paintings-show-and-people. 

   ……………………………………………. 

General Exercises 

On unit 2 
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*Complete the text with present perfect or past simple :- 

1-They have …….…..(see) him several times before. 

2- We ………never been to England. 

3- ………….Fares travel by train? Yes, he did. 

4-Did he …………….(go) to the zoo three days ago? 

5-Heba and Toka …..(has 0 eaten a lot of pizza. 

 

*Write a paragraph about (40-60) words about: -  

                             Man-made wonders of Africa 

guiding words 

paintings 

archaeologists 

 

 

          ……………………………………………………………. 

           ……………………………………………………………. 

          ……………………………………………………………… 

          ……………………………………………………………… 

          ………………………………………………………………… 

         …………………………………………………………………. 

        …………………………………………………………………… 
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Exercise (1): - 

 *Read and complete the text: - 

 

 

………………..was also a very important ………………….in 

ancient Egypt and they sold it to other ………………….,too. 

People used salt to keep food fresh. It was also useful in 

medicine and ……………………... . some of the lakes in the Nile 

Delta had lots of salt which people could take to use or sell. 

 

Exercise (2): - 

*Choose the correct answer: - 

1. The (texture –mass –odor) is how heavy something is. 

2. This bag is very (hard –heavy –light). I can carry it easily.  

3. If grandma (will visit –would visit –visited) us on Friday, we 

would make her a cake. 

4. Mom said that the cake(is –was –are) ready. 

5. Hani (will come –would come –comes) to the party if you 

invite him. 

6. Omar said he (like –liked) reading comics. 

General exercises On 

unit3 

countries –salt –agriculture –economy –resource  
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7. Mohamed said he (will –would) walk to school. 

8. Mom said that cake (is –was –will be –are) ready. 

9. Hani (will come –would come –comes)to the party if you      

invite him. 

 

Exercise (3): - 

 *Reorder the words to make correct sentences:-   

1. to –I –on Monday –go –library –the. 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Lara –at –looked –note –her. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. bird –flamingo –My favorite –was –the. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. rough –old –is –This –wood –and. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. He –interested –very –dinosaurs –is –in. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. a place –An oasis –desert –the –in –is. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. we –call –should –think –I –an expert. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

8. to –I –on Mondays –go –library –the. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

9. you –work –us –Would –like –with –to? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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10. need –do –What –we –do –to? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

  

Exercise (4): - 

*Punctuate the following sentence: - 

 

1. the nile flooded every year and made the soil fertile 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. salt was also a very important resource in ancient egypt  

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. mr hassan works in Alexandria 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. let s do a science experiment 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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*Exercise (5): - 

 

*Write a paragraph of (55) words using the following 

 

(Natural Resources) 

 

Ideas to help you: - 

▪ what are the natural resources you know? 

▪ How do we use them in our life? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Exercise (1): - 

 *Read and complete the text: - 

 

 

 

I’m Amal. I want to be an ……………………… because I’m 

interested in the stars and the …………………  . it’s important to 

study other planets because it helps us to understand our own 

planet, and this might help us solve some of Earth’s ………………… 

When you see videos of the International Space Station, it looks 

fun living without gravity – the people ………………. all the time! 

 

Exercise (2): - 

*Choose the correct answer: - 

1. He wasn’t at home last night, (was –is –does) he? 

2. You can carry this box, (can –could –can’t) you? 

3. I (get –gets –got) up late, didn’t I? 

4. The (driver –sailor –pilot) flies planes. 

5. The (engineer –doctor –astronaut) works in a hospital. 

6. Sahar bought a new dress, didn’t (Sahar –her –she)? 

7. Heba won’t visit us tomorrow, (will –can –would) she? 

General exercises On 

unit4 

gravity –astronaut –float –problems –planets   
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8-I’ll phone you tonight, (won’t –can’t –wouldn’t) I? 

9-Adel likes volleyball, doesn’t (Adel –him –he)? 

 

 

Exercise (3): - 

 

 *Reorder the words to make correct sentences:-  

  

1. gravity –There –space –no –is –on. 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. study –You –planets –to –need. 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. good –I –a bike –am –at –riding. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. usually –things –the ground –pulls –Gravity –to. 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

5. love –a doctor –to –would  –be –I. 

…………………………………………………………………………….  

6. going –are –you –Where? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

7. school –well –need –I –at –to –do. 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

 

8. the birds –need –better –study –to –I. 

…………………………………………………………………………… 
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9. a –Are –builder –you? 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. bike –a –haven’t –before –I –ridden. 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Exercise (4): - 

 

*Punctuate the following sentence: - 

1. maged wants to go into space in the future 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

2. how old is cairo Tower 

……………………………………………………………………………  

3. what did ahmed do in the morning 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

4. he doesn’t speak english 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 
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*Exercise (5): - 

 

*Write a paragraph of (55) words using the following 

                                      Your favorite sport 

 

Words to help you  

 

Parachuting -Dangerous -Sport -Person –Jump- 

Plane counts-Press –Button –parachute –opens  

    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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*Questions with their model answer: - 

1-Where was Jubrai born? 

Jubrai was born in Wadi el Gemal in Egypt’s Eastern desert. 

2- Who is Subria? 

She is Jubrai’s mother. 

3- what did Subria teach Jubrai ? 

 Subria taught him which animals were dangerous and how to stay safe. 

4-Is Wadi El Gamel for camels only? Why? 

 No ,because many animals live there. 

5-Is Wadi El Gemal a perfect place for gazelles? Why? 

 Yes, it is perfect ,because it has their favorite food, the desert daffodil,  

and there is also the acacia tree. 

6-Does the gazelle need to drink water? Why? 

No, the acacia trees’ leaves give the gazelles the food and drink,so they  

never need to drink. 

7-Why do the acacia trees need gazelles? 

They eat their seeds and take them to new places ,then more acacia trees  

grow. 

 

 

Fiction 

Jubari searches for home 
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8-Do you think that there is a place which is called “Wadi of the  

gazelles”? 

 No, there isn’t . 

9- What is Jubari going to look for? 

 Jubari is going to look for Wadi el Gazelles. 

 

*Put the events of the story in order: - 

a- Jubari goes to the mountains              

b- Jubari the gazelle leaves the wadi 

c- Jubari returns to the wadi 

d- Jubari goes to the beach 

e- Jubari goes to the mangroves 

f- Jubari goes to a lake 

 

 

*Complete the sentences: - 

 

 

1-Jubari knew how to……………………. Away from predators. 

2-The ………………wanted to eat Jubari. 

3-The turtle’s eggs were in the………………………. 

4-The desert daffodil is the favorite food for…………………… 

5-It is very difficult to climb a……………hill. 

 

Sand-gazelles-crocodile-lakes-steep-stay 
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*Choose the correct answer: - 

1- Jubari the docas gazelle was born in (Wadi el Gemal-Wadi of the  

Gazelles-Western desert). 

2-Subira is Jubari’s(cousin-sister-mother). 

3-Wadi El Gemal is a perfect place for (dugongs-turtles-gazelles). 

4-Wadi el Gemal is a special place because (it has a salty water-its sand  

is soft-there is the acacia tree). 

5-Acacia trees leaves give the gazelle(food-water-both). 

6-Jubari is going to look for (Wadi el Gazelle-Wadi el gemal-Lake  

Nase). 
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